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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
A design methodology for a low noise, high performance current measuring
instrument for improving the performance of industrial electric motor drives.
A background is given on the types of drive systems commonly used in modern
electric vehicles and the performance requirements. The need for a reliable and high
performance instrument to measure motor or battery currents is then discussed. A
summary of some desirable features of such a device is presented. The requirements
for a multitude of different vehicle types are simulated with a custom written software
package.
The design of a closest to ideal instrument is thoroughly examined and a summary of
specifications and design parameters is presented. Finally results from a constructed
system are shown and the advantages and disadvantages of the completed instrument
are investigated. The completed system performs well and to specification and is
proven to work as part of a current control system, but suffers from some dynamic
response issues which produce distortion in certain situations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION
The widespread adoption of the electric motor by industry over the last century has
encouraged dramatic improvements in production levels and reductions in labor costs by
allowing automation. The ability of the electric motor to conveniently place mechanical
power at exactly the point needed with a minimum of connection and control complexity,
all at a low cost, has made this method more popular in most applications than older
power transmission technologies such as belt drives, pneumatic, hydraulic or steam.

Modern times have improved the usefulness of electric motor technology even further
through the addition of power electronic controllers. These allow features such as speed
control, torque control and overload protection to be added to existing motor structures or
incorporated into newer permanent magnet motor drives for further improved
performance. Typically these power electronic controllers utilise digital control devices
such as Microcontrollers or Digital Signal Processors (DSP's), introducing the
requirement for digitised data feedback from the motor.

Of these digital signals, by far the most important to a motor controller are motor speed
and motor current. Other signals such as temperature are slow changing and simple to
measure, therefore of less academic importance. Motor speed is simple to measure
digitally by timing of pulse widths, however motor current is more complex

-

typically

wide bandwidth, fast response time and low noise are all required simultaneously, all of
this through widely ranging currents and voltages. Given that power electronic drives
generate a substantial amount of electronic interference, the issue of motor current
measurement for a power electronic controller is not trivial.

Following this line of thought, it would seem useful to obtain a device that can be placed
at any point within the high current paths of a motor controller and return an isolated
digital current reading. This device would allow low noise measurements due to a close
physical proximity between digitisation and measurement. To test this usefulness, it is
proposed that development and construction of this device be undertaken for this Masters
thesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background

In order to properly fathom the reason this research is being undertaken, it is first
necessary to be able to place oneself "in the shoes" of a motor controller design
engineer by fully understanding the mix of pressures and expectations that form the
mindset of such an individual. It is only through this understanding that some of the
common design choices made, which often seem contrary to "good engineering
practice", can be made to seem appropriate.

Despite the statement made above, the exemplary motor controller design engineer is
still subject to the same base requirements from designs as his or her peers in other
engineering disciplines. In no particular order, these could be
•

Cost (either manufacturing cost, maintenance cost or a combination of these);

• Reliability;
• Robustness:
• Performance (typically against competing designs);
• Simplicity;
• User friendliness.

With these principles firmly in mind, it is the intention of the remainder of this
chapter to detail the options that have been and are presently open to the motor
controller design engineer as concerns the issue of current sensing. Those familiar
with the art will understand that many motor control systems presently available do
not incorporate any form of current sensing and function perfectly well without it, so
as an exercise a brief summary of the motor technologies in common use will now be
outlined in order to provide a better understanding as to why this issue is considered
important for the future.

ki

1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 Electric Motors & Their Controllers

In order to produce rotation, a permanent magnet electric motor will work two
magnetic fields against each other. One of the magnetic fields is generated by a
stationary source (the stator), the other is generated by the rotating part (the rotor).
One or both fields change polarity with time so that the rotor continues to be pushed
in the same direction.

The motors commonly used by industry can be divided into two types, Alternating
Current (AC) excited and Direct Current (DC) excited. AC motors are simpler in
construction, designed to be driven by direct connection to the AC mains or with a
minimum of additional components. DC motors typically require an electronic
interface between mains and motor or a DC supply to operate but provide benefits
over AC motors. Both types of motor can benefit by adding sophisticated power
electronic controllers, which of themselves are different but incorporate similar
control techniques.
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1. INTRoDUCTION
1.3 AC Motors

An AC motor requires application of an alternating current to its terminals in order to
operate. Given the need for a motor to generate a rotating magnetic field, these types
of motor typically employ a stator with a fixed winding and generate the rotating
magnetic field by passing alternating current through that winding. Variations
between AC motors are typically found in the rotor. Two broad types of AC motor
can be described, a synchronous motor whereby 50/601-lz line voltage is applied to the
stator terminals and the rotor synchronises exactly to this frequency, having its own
magnetic flux produced by an externally powered winding or permanent magnets. The
other type, an asynchronous motor (otherwise known as an induction motor) similarly
has 50/60Hz line voltage applied to stator terminals, however this induces currents in
an electrically isolated rotor, producing rotor flux by induced current. The rotor might
be a set of solid bars formed parallel to the axis of rotation in a "squirrel cage"
configuration, or even a winding through which currents can circulate. Once a rotating
magnetic field is introduced, the rotor will be caused to rotate at a slower speed than
the stator produced magnetic field. Induced fluxes, and hence torque, are produced in
approximately inverse proportion to a small difference in rotational speeds.
'\
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Figure 1: The two common types of AC motor
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1.4 DC Motors

Similarly to the naming convention for an AC motor, a DC motor requires a direct
current (DC) in order to operate correctly. As mentioned previously, in order to
provide rotation a motor will require the generation or provision of some form of
rotating magnetic field. Since this type of motor is supplied with a current that does
not vary with time, the rotating magnetic field needs to be provided by separate
means. This is typically accomplished by periodically "switching" the current through
the motor windings in an alternating fashion to produce a magnetic field that moves.
This "switched" magnetic field can be produced by either the stator or rotor and will
typically be worked against a static magnetic field produced by a fixed winding or
permanent magnets incorporated into the rest of the motor. For instance, magnets or a
winding may be permanently fixed to the stator and a rotating winding through which
currents are switched may form the rotor, or the other way around where a fixed
winding through which currents are switched is located on the stator and rotating
magnets or another non-switched winding form the rotor.

There are two common methods to achieve this current "switching" in a DC motor
winding. The most common by far is to introduce moving electrical contacts in the
form of brushes and a commutator ring, whereby current is periodically reversed
through a motor winding as a function of rotation angle. A newer method which is
rapidly increasing in popularity is to use a "brushless" method where rotation angle is
sensed by electronic means and switching is performed by external power electronic
switches. This enhancement improves reliability and efficiency of the motor but the
additional electronics can increase system cost in some cases.
Three
phase
winding

Permanent Magnet Rotor
Air Gap

Stator

Figure 2 : Example of a DC Brushless Motor
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1.5 Reluctance Motors

Similarly to an induction motor, a reluctance motor does not rely on a wound and
separately powered or permanent magnet rotor. Reluctance motors are potentially the
easiest to understand by describing their construction, since the entire machine is
manufactured from electrical steel and only a single polyphase winding employed on
the stator. The rotor construction is simply a set of pole teeth of a different number
than found on the stator. Torque is produced by switching currents through the stator
so that a pair or pairs of pole teeth on stator and rotor are attracted together in order to
minimise their respective air gap. Once the teeth are nearly in alignment, the currents
are switched again to another pair of teeth which are appropriately out of alignment.
Torque is thereby generated by reluctance. The process of switching current
depending on rotor position requires again the use of a commutator such as a set of
brushes or power electronics.

Figure 3 : Example of a Switched Reluctance motor
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1.6 Generalised Motor Model

The preceding text is given merely as an outline of the motor technologies presently
available, with minimal effort made to cover the depth and breadth of the technology as a
whole due to a peripheral involvement with the subject at hand

-

the need for current

control. To now understand why current control is important in a generalised motor
control situation, first consider a simplified model of a motor. Given the previous
background, the assumption is that any electric motor functions by the working of one
magnetic field against another, where one or both fields are moving, to generate an
induced mechanical force. A further assumption is made that one of those magnetic fields
is static and of flux intensity B. If it is then considered that in all situations it is Lorentz's
equation for force that produces rotor torque through the force induced between a
magnetic field B and current carrying conductor of length L with current I flowing, then a
further assumption can be made that at a frozen moment in time and in the case of all
motors previously described (except the switched reluctance motor) the following
electrical model applies to represent system behaviour
RM

LM

im

Figure 4 Simplified Motor Model

Where
VT : Terminal voltage at the input terminals of the motor winding in Volts
LM : Motor winding inductance in Henries
RM

Motor winding resistance in Ohms

EB : Back EMF due to Faraday's induced voltage equation

Im Motor current in Amperes
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Considering now the range of applications to which electric motors have been applied,
it can be seen that there are many control actions that may need to be undertaken.
Given a fixed motor flux, if it is desired to control the motor speed then knowledge
that the back EMF of the motor is proportional to motor speed quickly shows that
applying a motor terminal voltage in proportion to the desired speed will provide
rough speed control, although varying with load depending on resistance RM, so this
method of speed control is far from perfect. Again considering a fixed flux, if it is
desired to control the torque output of the motor, this can be achieved by controlling
the current flowing through the circuit since the two are in proportion. Provided the
motor is travelling at less than full speed this method to control torque will always be
precise. In the case of an asynchronous AC motor, torque control is still achievable
after careful calculation with knowledge of rotor position and the ability to control
phase currents, albeit not as simply.

The resultant question then is how can one perform motor current control? Experience
shows us that voltage control is simple using modern power electronic techniques,
such as when applying a voltage to the terminals and then removing the voltage and
connecting them together in a rapid succession known as pulse width modulation

-

which effectively supplies a fraction of supply voltage in proportion to duty cycle.
Analysis of the simplified model shown above in Figure 4 using Kirchoff's voltage
law then yields the following differential equation describing that relationship
VT =EB+RM 'M +LM

dt

Equation 1 Terminal Voltage Function

Rearranging for 'M reveals

IM

=

LM

J(VT

-

EB

-

'M

RM ) dt

Equation 2 : Motor Current Function

The relationship between resultant motor current and applied terminal voltage is thus
described, neglecting initial conditions for simplicity. Motor current thus increases or
decreases at a fixed rate proportional to the voltage present across the motor
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inductance element. Back EMF EB will tend to decrease the rate of current rise and
increase the rate of current fall as motor speed increases, eventually providing a
"speed limit" where it no longer becomes possible to apply a positive voltage across
motor inductance. Motor resistance RM produces a similar effect as motor current
increases, providing a "current limit" again depending on the amount of terminal
voltage present. The equation itself cannot be easily resolved to solve for the
necessary VT required for a particular IM, mainly due to time dependence, so for
determination of various requirements the system must be simulated. This will be
expanded further in another chapter.

This analysis has given us a simple result

-

that an applied terminal voltage will

generate a response in motor current. We can deduce then that given the ability to
sense motor current and control terminal voltage, an appropriate closed ioop current
controller can be constructed for any motor. In the case of permanent magnet motors
this will provide us with a torque controller.

The two fundamental motor control methods are thus outlined : A rough speed control
can be performed through control in proportion of terminal voltage and an exact
torque control can be performed through control in proportion of motor current, albeit
through a more complex closed loop method with a current sensor. It follows then that
an exact control of motor speed can be performed by measurement of motor speed,
generating an error signal and applying modern analytical control techniques to
develop a current control signal and perform closed ioop speed control. The
application of current control will give a robust and precise method to control both
torque and speed.
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1.7 Current Sensing Overview

Given then that either variable voltage control or variable current control must in
general be accomplished through a similar set of power electronics, it is desirable to
perform current control to achieve best value from these power electronics due to a
superior controllability. This brings us then to the fundamental problem

-

voltage

sensors are simple and reliable, whilst current sensors historically are complex and
expensive. This explains why most motor control technologies flourishing in the
marketplace are based on inexpensive voltage control techniques, despite their poor
performance. The simplest voltage sensor is a resistive divider, where nearly any
sense range can be applied to a control circuit at nearly zero cost. Most modern
designs typically do not even incorporate a voltage sensor, relying more simply on
open ioop control (typically duty ratio selection) to reliably provide a known terminal
voltage. Current sensors, as can be seen following, are harder.

There are two descriptions that fit the definition of current sensor isolation. The first is
Galvanic Isolation, where the sensor circuitry and the control circuit are electrically
isolated from one another whilst signals are still transmitted and received by a nonelectrical isolation barrier such as optical isolation. The second describes the
invasiveness of the sensor. Some types of sensor must become a part of the circuit
they are sensing, and change them as a result. Resistive shunt sensors are like this.
The other kind a truly isolated and do not affect the circuit in the least. Hall effect
sensors suit this description. All of these types will be explained in detail in this
section.
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1.7.1 Resistive shunt measurement

The simplest type of current sensor available is a resistor. Ohms law tells us that the
voltage present across a resistor varies in proportion to the current through it, the ratio
being described as resistance in ohms. A calibrated resistance element is thus connected
in series with the circuit in question and the voltage across it measured for determination
of current, thus the name "Shunt" resistor. The greatest problem with this sensor is its
invasiveness

-

the resistance element changes the system into which it is introduced,

typically also introducing a large amount of power losses at high currents. Additionally
the sensor will provide a galvanic connection between the sensor circuit and the control
circuit which can generate many problems if the motor drive circuit runs at high voltages.
Connections to the resistor also have their own resistance, so for accurate measurement a
shun

.

High current connectionc

ir

Figure 5 : Four terminal resistive shunt (Made by Deltec Corporation, USA)

Whilst Ohms law will always hold, it should be noted that the resistance of a sensor is
dynamic as far as temperature is concerned. Copper is one of the most widely used
materials for electrical circuits due to its low resistance and abundance, however the
resistance of copper increases by approximately 3.9% for every 10°C of temperature rise.
Fortunately several alloys with close to zero variation in resistance with temperature have
been developed, such as Manganin or Constantan. Typically a resistive shunt will need to
be made from these materials. This type of sensor, despite the lack of electrical isolation,
is one of the most common found in industrial motor controllers.
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It is particularly important when choosing a shunt to ensure that the inductance of the
shunt is extremely low with respect to the resistance. This keeps high frequency effects to
a minimum. If the inductance is too high, the voltage signal produced by the shunt will
tend to "lag" the actual current through the shunt as AC currents flow.

1.7.2 Inductive shunt measurement

Just as a resistive current sensor can sense currents through Ohms law, an inductor
can, if magnetically coupled, produce an AC voltage in proportion to AC current. The
most common use an inductive shunt is as a transformer, known in the industry as a
current transformer. Whilst this method does provide a convenient manner for sensing
AC currents in an isolated fashion, lack of DC current sensing capability prevent the
device from being used widely with motor controllers.(Laimer and Kolar 2002)
describes a sensor which uses this kind of current transformer and a DC current sensor
together to give an optimised Hybrid sensor.

1.7.3 Hall effect sensor measurement

Since a current carrying conductor produces a magnetic field in proportion to the
magnitude of the current, it is possible to measure this magnetic field at a distance and
thus compute the current in the conductor without physical contact. Unfortunately the
level of magnetic field is inversely proportional to the distance from the conductor, so
the physical space between the sensor and conductor can dramatically affect the
reading. This hurdle can be overcome by use of a ferromagnetic toroidal core, which
concentrates the flux. The flux (including DC levels) can then be sensed using a Hall
Effect sensor, named from the Hall Effect discovered in 1879 by Edwin Hall. The
premise is simple, that a current carrying conductor in the presence of a magnetic field
experiences a very small potential difference across its width due to a deflection of
charge carriers within the conductor, in response to the magnetic field. Modern
techniques allow the effect to be employed within small sensing devices, which allow
absolute measurement of magnetic flux density B at a point in space. The sensor can
then be placed within a flux concentrator such as a ferrite toroid, which when
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encircling a conductor gives an accurate measure of current flow. In order to ensure
that the sensor remains within its linear region it is possible to introduce additional
flux within the concentrator with a secondary compensation coil. A control circuit
passes a current through this coil to balance induced fields. (See figure 6) Once the
Hall sensor shows a net zero flux within the toroid it is known that the current in the
conductor being sensed is directly in proportion to the current flowing within the
secondary coil. The two methods respectively are known as "open-loop" and "closed
loop" Hall effect current sensors, which are common devices to use to measure
current within a motor controller.

V

=

IR
N

Load

Current
Flow (Is)
Figure 6 : Closed-loop Hall Current Sensor arrangement

1.7.4 Magneto Resistor measurement

A less common form of current measurement device relies on the Magneto-Resistive
effect. Materials such as Permalloy (81% Nickel, 19% Iron) exhibit a change in
electrical resistance in the presence of an external magnetic field. When four blocks of
a material with this property are configured as a Wheatstone bridge and placed near a
current carrying conductor they can be used to sense the current through that
conductor. The bridge configuration reduces sources for error such as variations in
temperature and reduces the need for super precise positioning of the device. These
devices are fairly new however and have yet to benefit from the cost reduction
associated with high volume production, but could potentially be very cheap to
produce. The simple fact that a magnetic core is not required is itself advantageous.
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1.7.5 Rogowski Coil measurement

Essentially a special case current transformer, the Rogowski coil consists of a toroidal
coil with an air core placed entirely around the conductor under test, with the coil
ends terminated into an electronic integrator unit. Being a current transformer the
device is unable to measure DC currents, however for AC currents they can be
designed to measure linearly and with great precision over vast frequency ranges, and
the air core makes the device nearly impossible to saturate. Of particular interest with
these devices is their ability to be "split" so that a large, flexible and open coil can be
made to encircle a conductor and reconnected to itself. This allows measurements to
be made without disrupting the conductor under test, a great advantage for most test
equipment.

1.7.6 Faraday Effect Optical Transducers

A more novel type of current sensor relies on the Faraday effect to produce rotation in
the polarisation of polarised light in relation to the strength of a magnetic field. This
effect can be exploited in numerous ways to measure current, for example by
encircling a conductor with an optic fiber, shining polarised laser light through the
fiber and measuring the amount of induced polarisation. These sensors have proven to
be very effective and accurate, however the cost of producing the emitters and
polarisation sensors has limited them to high voltage applications for the meantime.

1.8 Problem Formulation

All of the aforementioned sensors share a common problem. Each relies on placing
within a motor control circuit a precision measurement device which produces a low
level of signal, exposing the measurement to poor signal to noise ratios through both
conducted and induced noise. No modern technique has yet been formulated which
allows for the remote measurement of current, removing the current sensor to a
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position where measurement cannot be affected in this way. Even non-contacting
methods such as Hall Effect sensors rely on magnetic field measurement, the same
media that carries induced noise. Given this constraint, it is important to do whatever
is possible to achieve the best signal to noise ratio from the sensor.

To this end it is proposed that the output from a chosen sensor is converted to a digital
signal whilst still located physically near the power electronics, indeed as close to the
point of sensing as possible. Since a digital signal when correctly transmitted can be
designed to present no issue of corruption by noise by its very nature, it is by
conversion at the earliest stage possible that the best current measurement signal can
be theoretically realised. This arrangement should improve the performance of current
sensors for industrial drives, so it is concluded that this course of action warrants
further study.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

As is common with engineering practice, the first process involved in developing a
new technology is to closely examine the preceding work, in an attempt to determine
where potential pitfalls lay and to optimise the chance of a successful outcome. To
this end two periods of research were undertaken

-

one at the beginning of the

development cycle, and another more slowly from a period approximately half way
through until completion. The most immediate result to report is that this particular
field is currently undergoing significant change and technology is being developed at
a high rate due to an increasing perception of usefulness. This rate has led to some
indeterminacy in describing the pre-existing vista of existing knowledge in the field of
current sensing.
Discrete current sensors that can be purchased on their own and work out of the box
are quite rare. Typically a current sensor is a device that is designed based on a core
method such as resistive shunt sensing with all support hardware added thereafter, all
of this work being performed time and again as a subset of the real problem at hand.
Despite this state of events, there are some devices available in the public domain
which do reduce the level of complexity that the designer need undertake.

2.1 Academic Work
An analysis of the work currently being undertaken by the academic community was
made. An analysis of this sector should show the entire scope of current sensing
methods currently known without clouding issues of specification or performance
with issues of cost or reliability.
2.1.1 Discussion in the common texts
A good starting point when evaluating the present level of technology with respect to
a particular aspect of engineering is to review the popular textbooks. Since modern
inverter drives and hence the concepts of current control and current sensing have
only become fashionable in recent times, the modern textbook can be surprisingly dry
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of information. Despite this, (Krein 1998) is not so limited. Indeed a whole section
has been devoted to the types of sensors which power electronic converters are likely
to need. Krein discusses particularly heavily the difficulties associated with current
measurement and isolation, stating "Isolation considerations or high-side switches can
make sensing difficult". And "Sensors often require a separate power source",
implying that typically a sensor will normally require not only isolation in terms of
the signal provided, but will also require its own isolated power supply. For nonisolated measurements resistive shunts with voltage dividers are listed as a common
method, however the problem of tolerance in the dividers is heavily discussed "Even
0.01 % resistors will support a current measurement that is only about 10% accurate"2.
Current sense MOSFETs are also listed as a good example of a current sensor, devices
which use part of the MOSFET structure as a shunt-resistor and current divider.
Of particular interest in the Krein book is the section on non-electrical sensing (i.e.,
using flux based sensors). Current transformers are discussed as a complex option for
use with power circuits due to restrictive requirements "It is vital that a CT(current
transformer) be designed so the maximum allowed DC current will not saturate it"3
and as an alternative, the already heavily discussed Hall Effect current sensing method
is presented. These sensors are listed as a popular choice, "used successfully in a wide
variety of applications. They are the most popular type of current sensor in AC drives,
and can be found in almost any industrial backup supply"4. Optocouplers are also
described as a suitable way to isolate control signals within a power electronic
converter.

I P.
2

557
P. 559
P. 563
P. 565
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2.1.2 Discussion in Research Papers

A good body of work can also be found in IEEE transaction and conference papers.
(Song, Choi et al. 2000) is a good example of a summary paper, written to describe the
plethora of methods used in the modern digitally controlled drive. The paper carefully
describes why current sensing is an issue with power electronic drives, with an excellent
summary on page 1

-

"Pulse Width Modulation(PWM) operation of an inverter

inherently produces harmonic voltages along with the desired fundamental voltages.
These, in turn, cause harmonic currents which can be picked up by measuring equipment.
The direct use of the measurement values containing harmonics degrades the control
characteristics in the motor control system." The paper first proposes as a solution the use
of a low pass filter implemented in the digital domain, proposing also a technique to
resolve the issues associated with the delay that method will produce. The methods as
described in this source are particularly useful for AC voltage/frequency drives however
and are not particularly portable due to careful restrictions on the frequency range of the
sensors. The paper focuses mainly on the implementation of advanced digital methods to
extract a useful signal from a non-ideal source, rather than instead concentrating on
improving the source such as is the intention of this thesis.

(Sullender 1993) is a particularly interesting source. This paper describes a detailed
analysis of various power electronic drive/current sensor options by NASA for use in
Space Station Freedom. This source may be somewhat dated being from 1993, however
since expense was likely to be of little concern at the time of authoring the work was still
considered worthy of discussion. On the first page of this report the following brave
statement. "For stability, weight. and power considerations, magnetic current sensors
were chosen over resistor shunts and Hall devices", indicating that the author had spent
some time analysing what was available for a unique situation. The choice of currenttransformer type current sensors is of particular interest, particularly since a current
transformer system will require a substantial amount of high precision analog electronics
in order to measure DC currents. Further two sets of electronics are required in order to
measure currents in both directions. At the conclusion of this paper a carefully worded
statement is made which indicates that this system was not eventually used on the Space
Station due to a decrease in the expected requirement. It is considered that this source is
an excellent reference to back up the decision to avoid current transformer sensing
methods.
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In high cost applications where current sensors must perform exceptionally well
regardless of other constraints, hybrid type current sensors have been employed. These
sensors use a combination of more common technologies at the same time to give
improved performance. (Laimer and Kolar 2002) describes such a system, employing
both a custom built hall effect sensor for low frequency and DC signals and a current
transformer for high frequency signals. The system was developed after observing a need
for current sensors for a new series of power switching devices which produce low losses
at very high switching frequencies. The system produced by Laimer et al did give a fully
isolated output due to the two types of magnetic (i.e. not Galvanic) sensors, with a
claimed upper bandwidth of 20MHz and excellent response to transient signals. Of
greatest interest is the lack of discussion regarding how to actually connect and employ
the high impedance signal produced by the sensor, particularly with respect to a digital
control device. It is possible that the system described could benefit from early A/D
conversion, however given the high bandwidth a very low latency system would be
required.

2.2 Industry Work

For a different perspective the extant methods used by industry and available in
supply catalogues was also examined. This analysis should show which methods work
and are cheaply, commonly available, rather than those which perform best.

2.2.1 LEM hail sensor

By far the most common current sensing device used in particular for motor control
applications is the Hall effect current sensor range made by LEM. As previously
described, the Hall effect allows measurement of non-varying magnetic fluxes, thus
allowing measurement of DC currents through a constrained conductor. LEM produce
two sensor ranges, an open loop sensor and a closed loop sensor. The essential
difference is that an internal compensation is applied to the closed loop sensor to
reduce the net flux in the core to zero as described above. This improves signal
stability and accuracy markedly. Temperature related errors such as offset drift,
sensitivity drift and flux related magnetic core saturation can be removed using closed
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loop compensation. As expected, the other difference between these two devices is
cost.
To give an indication as to the simplicity of the device, a drawing of the LEM HTA
series device is shown below.
Arrow
conductor to be
sensed passes
through this
aperture

(7

-

7

sensed positive
current flow

\

Mounting

attachment to

controls

available here

Figure 7 LEM HTA series open loop current sensor (from LEM datasheet)

It can be clearly seen that the LEM current sensors provide a convenient method for
measuring current. Devices are available at up to I000A RMS continuous current
rating, and separately up to 200kHz of bandwidth. With the added advantages of
nearly zero insertion loss, zero temperature drift and built-in galvanic isolation, the
LEM current sensors work as an excellent traction drive current sensor.
The main disadvantages of the LEM system are cost and a susceptibility of its analog
output to interference. Hall effect current sensors have an inherent need to introduce a
flux concentrator, typically an electrical steel core into which the Hall sense element
can be introduced, as shown in Figure 6. This concentrator by default will limit the
minimum sense range to a known fraction of the output sense range by design, so for
example a device which may be rated at +I-IOOA may perform extremely poorly
below bA. Another disadvantageous effect of the flux concentrator is the
introduction of magnetic effects which reduce the effective bandwidth of the device.
This can be improved by optimising the magnetic core construction elements,
however as expected that will increase the cost of the device. In summary, whilst
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LEM provide an excellent range of easy to use devices, typically cost will move the
device outside the range of usefulness.
As described in the first section of this thesis, one of the most important issues
considered with relation to high performance current sensing is noise performance. By
having an analog output, LEM devices show themselves to be susceptible to
electromagnetic interference. In particular the closeness of the output pins to the main
current carrying conductor (which can be expected to be subjected to high levels of
current variation) remove much of the capacity of the designer to manage the effects
of this interference. LEM have obviously been considering this problem, and offer
their devices in both a voltage output and current output mode. Current output, whilst
being less convenient, is by nature less affected by electromagnetic interference.
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2.2.2 Texas Instruments current shunt amplifier
Unlike the complete solution provided by LEM, the current sensing solution offered
by Texas Instruments relies upon the use of a shunt resistor, with the device providing
a wide common mode range differential amplifier to successfully generate ground
references output signals for use in a control circuit. An application circuit for the
INA 148 device, as provided by TI, is shown in below:
+15V
c

j7

LOAD
1MU

50k12

50k0

V0 = 1L - RS

IL

V0

Al

<Rs

526316kQ

1Mcl

1NA148

vCM_L
200V
—15V
Make Rç

-

= Rs if R5 100

Figure 8 Texas Instruments High-side current shunt amplifier (from TI datasheet)

Operation of the circuit is simple. The high current portion of the circuit, consisting of
power supply

VCM,

shunt resistor Rs and a load operate independently with load

current IL flowing. The INA 148 device is simply connected across the shunt resistor
and provides a mirror of this differential voltage, ground referenced, at pin 6 (V0).
The circuit itself may seem simple at first glance, very close to a standard differential
amplifier, but this is misleading. In order to provide a +/-200 V common mode input
voltage range with only +/-15V rails, the circuit must combine a standard differential
amplifier configuration with a resistive divider. This adds complexity to the resistive
tolerance issues normally found with a differential amplifier and removes the
possibility for the gain to be adjusted. The fundamental reason that this device is
available, with on-board laser trimmer resistors, is due to the tolerance issue

-

quite

simply if resistor tolerance is insufficient then a proportion of the common mode
voltage will be present at the output. Given that the common mode voltage is typically
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a high amplitude, high frequency square wave with a typical high level of harmonics
present, this noise can be disastrous.

As with the LEM device, the requirement to manufacture a semiconductor die with a
multitude of carefully calibrated laser trimmed resistors leads to a costly setup. Given
that the device on its own does not include a shunt resistor sensing element and that
this must be added, it can be assumed that the solution proposed by Texas Instruments
will not be cheap. As with the LEM device, the output of the above circuit is an
analog waveform and will be subject to electromagnetic interference from the nearby
high current carrying conductors. This can be ameliorated somewhat by twisting
together the sense wire conductors between the shunt resistor and amplifier, however
it is very difficult to remove any conducted noise that will be present at the output due
to incomplete common mode rejection.
A potential problem with this system that can only be speculated upon at this time is
the inherent limitation in high
zn frequency response due to parasitic capacitive currents.
Any parasitic capacitance present at pin 3 will tend to act as a single pole RC filter
with inline resistor Rc, producing differential-mode noise relative to the signal at pin
2 and distorting the response from the shunt.
In conclusion, this device is an excellent alternative to the LEM in that it is more
flexible and simpler, however there is a greater potential for noise in the current
waveform, and galvanic isolation is not achieved.
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2.2.3 IRF IR217x series linear current sensing ICs
Released only within the last year. IRF provides a device which is closest to achieving
the desired result of providing a high performance current sensor. This device is
similar to the Texas Instruments high-common mode differential amplifier but with a
crucial difference

-

the output is digital. The output of this device is not an analog

level but is instead a fixed frequency square wave, with a duty cycle that varies in
proportion to input differential voltage. This dramatically reduces the effect that
emitted and conducted noise can have on the sensor output and at the same time
decreases the amount of inputs that a digital control device would require in order to
connect. To help explain this device, a diagram provided by IRF of the standard
connection method is shown below:

To Motor Phase

Figure 9 : International Rectifier Linear Current Sensor IC (from IRF datasheet)

As can be seen, the device relies upon a charge pump based power supply on the input
side to power the input electronics. This would then limit the circuit to be used only in
the case where a sense resistor is placed in the centre of a totem-pole configuration,
which fortunately suits the requirement. Two additional diodes are required in order
for the circuit to function, namely a charge pump power supply diode between VCC
and V-, and also a negative-impulse clamping diode present between Vs and ground.
This device is simple and cheap, along with providing a digital output which is of
noise benefit. IRF have only disappointed in one aspect, that the circuit still suffers
due to common mode voltage shift. This is present as a 'jitter" in the output which is
unavoidable.
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2.3 Summary
The devices and methods discussed previously all have specific advantages and are
commonly used in the applications under discussion, with the exception of the work
done for Space Station Freedom. It is the goal of the work to be undertaken for this
thesis to improve on these devices by reducing component cost, improving
performance and reliability, and encouraging the use of digital electronic control.
After examining what is commonly available at present, it is still the firm belief of the
author that moving as much as possible of the current sensor into the digital domain,
after first introducing a good analog sensing element, is a good course to pursue.
The background work has also presented some interesting challenges. Operating a
current sensor as wholly as possible in the digital domain has benefits, but transport
delay and sampling errors such as quantisation may be an issue. In particular, over
current conditions when faults occur must be trapped quickly and the control
electronics shut down to prevent further damage. These need not be fatal drawbacks if
managed properly, for instance an analog over-current sensor may be installed in
parallel with the digital sensor in order to provide fault detection. For the meantime,
Some analysis must be performed to determine the extent of the drawbacks associated
with digitised measurement.
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3. SIMULATION WORK
We have established a characteristic differential equation, equation 2, describing the
relationship between motor current and motor voltage. It is now necessary to estimate
the dynamic response requirements of a current sensor system with respect to a
desirable performance specification. Due to the mathematically complex nature of the
characteristic motor equation relating voltage and current as well as the potential to
apply nonlinear control systems such as hysteresis band current control, one of the
only effective methods to model the performance of the entire system is by numerical
modelling. For reference, equation 2 is shown again below.

IM

=

L

EB

-
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3.1 Numerical Modelling

Using numerical methods to model the behaviour of a physical system is a well
known process which uses high speed computing systems to provide a shift from the
mathematical model of a problem to an iterated algorithm which can provide required
output without the need to mathematically evaluate. This method is particularly useful
in situations such as encountered by the characteristic motor equation discussed here
where many of the variables described change regularly due to control actions. One
commonly encountered drawback of the method is that all inputs to the system being
modelled must be carefully scaled and adjusted in order for the model to work
correctly, otherwise the output generated is meaningless. It is necessary to check and
check again that all values are applied in an appropriate unit and scale to be
compatible as a whole. Another drawback is due to the iterative nature of numerical
modelling

-

since the results are being calculated in steps the problem is being

modelled discretely rather than continuously, with the obvious trade-off between
computational steps and accuracy as a result. Typically this problem can be resolved
easily by repeated experiments in accuracy to determine where further computational
power gives diminishing returns but this extra level of complexity can substantially
increase the time required to develop useful outcomes.
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3.2 Need for Simulation
It has been previously determined that the dynamic response requirement of a current
sensor varies depending on the electric motor system to which it is being applied.
Given that a simple relationship between these two elements is not calculable given
the wide variety of control algorithms that can be applied, the goal of the following
section becomes two-fold

To develop a simulation tool which, upon entering various parameters relating
to the electric motor and various performance points, can give an indication of
the performance of a proposed current sensor system, and

• Given the target applications being discussed throughout this thesis, develop
using this tool a current sensor dynamic response specification which will
perform as required in those applications.
As discussed in chapter one, the primary function of the current sensor under
development is to provide a useful motor current signal to a control loop, which will
take corrective action in the form of varying a voltage applied to the motor terminals.
In order to optimise the controller it is necessary to provide a current sensor with
minimum noise & transport delay, as well as generating a signal which is a consistent
and repeatable analogue of motor current throughout the desired range. In order to
provide a low cost and reliable current sensor solution it is desirable to ensure that
each of these requirements is met but not exceeded, particularly by thoroughly
analysing and determining in advance what the "desired range" actually is. We are
once more faced with the problem of an engineering trade-off.
As discussed in chapter one the characteristic motor equation for current is not a
simple one, involving an integration. A numerical simulation should give us an
excellent understanding of the response of a particular system with time and thus
allow us to generate a realistic estimate of the required dynamic response of the
sensor.
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3.3 Simulation Development

As mentioned previously, the characteristic equation of the system, equation 2, to be
simulated is as follows
'M

=- -J(VT - E B - I l R w )dt
LM

The key to numerical simulation is to interpolate over a period of time that is small
when compared with the dynamic response of our system, in this case represented by
dt. Rearranging this equation to suit computer entry, we obtain the following:

I(k+1)I(k)+

(VT(k)-EB(k)-IM (k)RM (k))
LM

TSTEP

Equation 3 Discretised equation for motor current

Where
I(k+1) = Motor current for present iteration
1(k) = Motor current at last iteration (initial condition)
TSTEP = time

step in seconds

Once this equation has been established, the next task is to ensure that the appropriate
inputs and outputs are being fed into and read from the model. Since most values
described in equation 2 are constant, it is appropriate to start with one of the harder
terms

-

motor terminal voltage. Remembering from chapter one that the intention is

for pulse width modulation to be used to generate a variable motor terminal voltage,
an appropriate manner must be determined for this to be correctly modelled. Pulse
width modulation is a technique whereby solid state semiconductor switches are used
to connect and disconnect an electrical circuit in short bursts to simulate a continuous
adjustable voltage source from a source that would not otherwise be variable, such as
mains supply or a battery. An example is shown overleaf.
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Figure 10 PWM duty cycle example

In the first above example, the motor terminals would be connected together
(effectively zero volts applied) for 90.tS, following which a voltage V would be
connected for 10tS. This would then repeat. The net effect is that the motor
inductance smooths out the sudden jumps and we have an "effective" application of
0.1 x V volts to the motor terminals. Since it is intended for the motor terminal
voltage to be controlled in this manner then the appropriate model needs to be
introduced. This can be achieved by modelling the entire control loop and generating
periods of time whereby the motor terminals are connected together (zero volts) and
another period where bus voltage V is applied. For simplicity we shall model these as
two separate states, allocating a value in memory labelled "PWM" a 0 and I
respectively. We will now decided to constrain the current control technique to
hysteresis or "bang-bang" type control, since the current control rules are very simple
-

if the motor current measured is above a set point plus a hysteresis error band then

we set PWM to 0, otherwise if measured current is below a set point plus a hysteresis
error band we set PWM to 1. A QBASIC code fragment of what we have so far is
represented thus

IF PWM

=

1 THEN
I

=

I + (BatteryVoltage

T

=

T + Tstep

-

BackEMF

-

I

*

IF (I > (SetPoint + HystBand / 2)) THEN
PWM

=

0

END IF
GOTO EndCalcLoop

END IF
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IF PWM

=

0 TI-lEN
I

=

I

T

=

T

IF (I

-

(BackEEF

+ I *

RLL)

*

Tstep

/

XLL

Tstep
<

(SetPoint
PWM

=

-

HystBand / 2)) THEN

1

END IF

It is anticipated that using a sampling type current sensor rather than a continuous
time or analog sensor will introduce some interesting anomalies. We can for example
expect the switching frequencies to be lower and a much wider and less uniform
hysteresis band to be present due to the fact that control actions only occur at discrete
time intervals, rather than at the exact time the hysteresis control defines.
For simplicity and unavailability of MATLAB software at the time of simulation
needed during thesis progression, the language QBASIC was used to generate
simulation output. A complete program listing can be found in Appendix B.
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3.4 Simulation Output

Figure 11: Simulation output example

Simulations were run with the same set of parameters for motor current control at
three different speeds, zero, half and full. These speeds are arbitrary and were
simulated by entering a back EMF voltage of 0,72 and 120V respectively which for a
144V power supply voltage should approximately represent those speeds irrespective
of motor construction, top speed being ultimately determined by the relationship
between power supply voltage and back EMF generated per RPM. At each of these
three speeds the current is ramped up from zero to the set point, in this case 150A in
the motor, and a hysteresis current controller is applied with a 20A hysteresis band
setting. For all tests a motor with an 80 mQ winding resistance and 3 millimH
winding inductance is used. In order to determine what a realistic sampling frequency
might be, three frequencies are tested

-

5kHz, 10kHz and 30kHz. Each of these is

achievable but progressively more complex. In all cases, transport lag between
sampling and the control action is considered negligible and has not been modelled.
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3.4.1 Simulation Output

-

5kHz

The first set of tests are run at 5kHz. First test at zero speed, as shown below

Motor Resistance .98 ohm • Motor inductance .9093 Henry
Voltage Source 144 Volts, BacicEMF 9 Volts
Current Set Point 159 Reps, Hysteresis Band 28 Reps
Sampling Frequency 5089 Hz

Figure 12 : 5kHz test, zero motor speed

The most interesting feature of note on this simulation output is the gross error in
hysteresis band

-

ideally the current rises by the width of the band in approximately

one third of a division, however the sampling measurement system must take an entire
division to generate an output. Given the high rate of rise due to low back EMF, this
generates a substantial overshoot as well as reduced switching frequency due to long
decay times. Interesting also is the continuous offset error present at steady state, due
to the 60A overshoot. The next test is at 5kHz but half speed
Current scale 190,'div, Tine scale 9.lns,div
5834.559 Hz uithout sampling
2148.67 Hz with sampling
Band 79.29
3960;,. band error

Motor Resistance .98 ohm, Motor Inductance .9903 Henry
Voltage Source 144 Volts, BackEMF 72 Volts
Current Set Point 159 Reps, Hysteresis Band 29 Reps
Sampling Frequency 5909 Hz

Figure 13 : 5kHz test, half motor speed
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Hysteresis band current control typically delivers a switching frequency which is
maximum at approximately half speed as is evidenced here. Since the rise time and
fall time are approximately equal, maximum switching frequency results. Clearly seen
in the sampling sensor-control output is a "staircase effect" whereby the typical
triangle wave is superimposed on a sawtooth. This does produce a wider current band.
Overshoots are reduced due to the slower rise and fall and the system seems to
perform reasonably well. For the final 5kHz test, full speed will be examined
Current scale 1H8,div, line scale 0.1ns,div

1901.267 Hz without sampling
591L03 Hz with sampling
Band 04.38
421.9z band error

Motor Resistance BR ohm, Motor Inductance .0003 Henry
Voltage Source 144 Volts, BackEMF 128 Volts
Current Set Point 158 Heps, Hysteresis Band 20 Reps
Sanp hog Frequency 5000 Hz

Figure 14 5kHz test, full motor speed

Of most immediate note is the long delay for current to reach set point, for both ideal
and sampling current modes. This can be expected due to the high back EMF, which
reduces the amount of voltage present to push current through the motor inductance.
In an opposite effect to the 5kHz zero speed test, current rise times are extremely long
and fall times extremely short

-

again producing a substantial net offset error,

however in the opposite direction this time due to 60A undershoots. Again when a
rapid di/dt is required the sampling system produces a large band and lower
frequency.
3.4.2 Simulation Output

-

10kHz

To improve the dynamic response of the control system, a higher sampling frequency
is desired. The need is evidenced at both zero and high speed in the previous section.
The simulator is thus reconfigured for this higher sampling frequency and the results
regenerated. At zero speed, the first set of results is produced as shown overleaf:
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Current scale 10A/div, Time scale O.lns/div
1986.44 Hz without sampling
1001.66 Hz with sampling
Band :43.70
218.5z band error

Motor Resistance .88 ohm, Motor Inductance .8003 Henry
.loLtage Source 144 Volts, BackEK1' 0 UnIts
Current Set Point 158 Amps, Hysteresis Band 20 Amps
Samp I ing Frequency 10008 Hz

Figure 15 : 10kHz test, zero motor speed

It can be clearly seen now that the overshoot present at zero speed is reduced, in this
case approximately 22A, down from 65A for a 5kHz sampling system. Switching
frequency is increased as expected and hysteresis band is reduced, indicating a
superior control performance. It should be noted that overshoot is reduced to less than
half of that present at 5kHz by doubling sampling frequency, indicating that the
relationship is not simple and that diminishing returns are likely with increasing
frequency. Of further note is the substantially reduced steady state offset error in
current. For completeness, half speed is also simulated:
Current scale 1OA,'div, Tine scale 8.1ns,div
5834.559 Hz without sampling
2504.440 Hz with sampling
Band :60 .19
300.9z band error

Motor Resistance .08 ohm, Motor Inductance .0003 Henry
Uoltage Source 144 UnIts, BachEMF 72 Uolts
Current Set Point 150 Amps, Hysteresis Band 20 Amps
Sampling Frequency 10080 Hz

Figure 16 : 10kHz test, half motor speed
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Again the "staircase effect" is present in the waveform, however this time in the
opposite direction. Net band error and overshoot are very similar to that found in the
5kHz simulation, as well as switching frequency. Obviously the reduced di/dt found at
half speed reduces the requirements on the current control loop in terms of current
band, however improving sampling frequency generates only a small benefit in
control loop performance. Since the higher sampling rate improved performance at
zero speed, we can expect a similar improvement at full speed
Current scale l8flidiv, Time scale 0.lns,div
1981.267 Hz without sampling
1146.38 Hz with sampling
Band :46.37

231.9< band error

Motor Resistance .00 ohn, Motor Inductance .8003 Henry
Uoltage Source 144 I)olts, BackEMF 120 UoLts
Current Set Point 150 Anps, Hysteresis Band 28 flnps
Sanp I jog Frequency 10808 Hz

Figure 17 : 10kHz test, full motor speed

Again the long rise time is present, since even in the ideal sampling case this cannot
be improved. Of note again are the current undershoots, however these are reduced
from 60A to 22A, a similar improvement to that found at zero speed. It would seem
that a higher sampling rate does dramatically improve control loop performance in the
presence of high di/dt.
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3.4.3 Simulation Output

-

30kHz

In order to determine whether the performance at 10kHz can be dramatically improved or
whether the system is subject to diminishing returns with respect to sampling rate, a
further simulation run is presented at 30kHz

-

the first at zero speed

Motor Resistance .DB ohe, Motor Inductance .0003 Henry
Voltage Source 144 Volts, BackEHF M Volts
Current Set Point 150 Rnps, Hysteresis Band 20 Anps
Sampling Frequency 30000 Hz

Figure 18 : 30kHz test, zero motor speed

It seems that 30kHz does produce an improvement

-

the ideal switching frequency of

1.98kHz is much closer to that presented at a 30kHz sampling rate of 1.33kHz. A 10kHz
sampling rate gave only 1kHz switching, however considering the difficulties involved in
tripling sampling rate the improvement may not be substantial. Overshoot is reduced from
20A to IDA, a similar increase in performance. The test is repeated at half speed:

Motor Resistance .08 ohm, Motor Inductance

.0003 Henry
Voltage Source 144 Volts, BackEOF 72 Volts
Current Set Point 150 Rnps, Hysteresis Band 20 Amps
Sampling Frequency 30000 Hz

Figure 19 : 30kHz test, half motor speed
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It is now clear that at 30kHz the control loop is performing very close to an ideal
system, evidenced by the similar outputs. A very slight "stair case" effect is present
but the output is hard to fault. A similar improvement is shown at full speed:
Current scale 100/div, line scLe 0.1ns,div
1581.267 Hz uithout sanpling
1434.577 lIz uith sanpling
Dand :28.59
142.9z band error

Motor Resistance .08 ohn, Motor Inductance .0003 Henry
Voltage Source 144 Volts, BackEl1F 120 .Jotts
Current Set Point 150 Anps, Hysteresis Band 20 Reps
Sanp tiny Frequency 30800 Hz

Figure 20 : 30kHz test, full motor speed

Band and switching frequencies are the closest to ideal yet seen, as well as undershoot
being reduced from 20A to IOA in a similar fashion to at zero speed, improving net
steady state error in current. Again rise time is unaffected as can be expected.
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3.5 Examination of Simulation Results

The set of simulations presented have shown the range of performance that can he
expected in practice from a 5kHz, 10kHz and 30kHz sampling current sensor. It is
most important to note that only at high speed and low speed does a higher sampling
rate make a substantial difference

-

at half speed 5kHz was enough to present a

capable control system, although it did suffer at zero and full speed. For clarity, the
results from the previous section are presented here in a table
Overshoot
zero speed Undershoot
(A)
full speed (A)
5kHz
65
60
10kHz
22
22
30kHzj
10
8

Steady-state
error worst
case (A)
35
10
5

Band error
worst case

(%)

431 .2%
300.9%
146.6%

Table 1: Simulation Results

Overshoot at zero speed and undershoot at full speed both represent the worst case
scenario. We can make a general statement now that an increase in sampling
frequency does not present a corresponding increase in current controller
performance. A 5kHz sampling rate will provide current control, however over the
range the current may go approximately +/-60A out of range, which is substantial
when considering that the set point was only 150A to begin with. The worst case
steady state error tested at 5kHz is 35A or —23%, equating to an equivalent error in
motor torque

-

again substantial. It has also been demonstrated that at 5kHz the band

may go to 4.3 times what it is intended to be. All of these simulation results add up to
show that 5kHz will work and does a reasonable job at half speed, but does not
provide the level of control over a motor that will suit the application.
At 10kHz the situation is much better. Overshoots and undershoots are approximately
1/3 of those present at 5kHz, a substantial improvement despite still representing a
large proportion of set current. A worst case steady state error of IOA provides a
much closer level of motor torque to what is desired, only 6.7% out. Band error is still
large, with the band sometimes being 3 times larger than what is expected. Overall,
10kHz seems like a good trade-off a sampling frequencies are concerned.
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Performance at 30kHz is extremely good. An overshoot/undershoot band of +/-IOA
worst case is more than required. A near zero steady state error complements the close
to ideal band of 1.5 times worst case. It would seem that 30kHz gives an output which
is very close to ideal given the dynamic response of the system. On the flip side of the
coin, 30kHz represents a tripling of information flow over the previous test results,
without a tripling in performance.

It is noted then that whilst a sampling frequency of 30kHz does allow an excellent
motor current control, the improvements over 10kHz are somewhat marginal given
the increased level of sophistication required. The simulation has thus shown that a
10kHz sampling frequency should present an excellent trade-off, however that this
should be treated as an acceptable minimum rather than a recommended operating
point.
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4. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES
To design a system to be as widely useful as possible without becoming overbuilt or
expensive it is necessary to carefully specify the operating requirements under all
conditions. In the case of this particular system, several of these requirements have
already been discussed, such as the need for an analog to digital converter, however
some other features that are desirable as options have also been discussed. It is the
intention of the following section to provide detail as to how the various features were
selected and specified and to discuss the reasons for the decisions made.
Now that the system has been conceived and simulated and all expectations are good
for a practical implementation, it is necessary to plan how far to take the experiment.
Typically in this situation a simple testing process would be performed in isolation,
with the sensor connected to a testing jig and results taken and compared. Fortunately
in this situation the experiment can be taken a little further

-

a masters project

undertaken by a fellow student is to produce a digital motor controller, to which the
connection of this digital sensor should be possible. It should then be possible to
produce a motor controller which performs all current control steps using logical
equations in a digital controller rather than analog electronics, dramatically increasing
the versatility of the system as well as potentially enhancing robustness. The motor
controller proposed to be used was researched and developed by Rafal Rohoza at
NTU, for an electric moped-style scooter. Further, a point which is of importance to
the author personally, the sensor developed will have a chance to become useful in a
real life and physical application rather than being confined to a laboratory.
Now that there is a clear understanding of the test-bed in which the current sensor will
need to operate the system can be specified in some detail. Features which were
discussed previously as options, such as a parallel analog over-current sensor
integrated into the digital current sensor, are now increased in priority due to safety
concerns. The specifications originally discussed for the sensor also fit the electric
scooter, having a 24V bus and a +/-250A phase current limit, well within the
established parameters. Despite the known application, it is preferred to keep the
sensor generalised so it might still fit other applications, so the following specification
work is broadened over what might otherwise be expected for an electric scooter.
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4.1 Electrical Isolation
A very useful feature for an instrument such as a current sensor is to provide an output
that can be referenced to any local electrical ground, otherwise known as a "floating"
output. A resistive shunt for instance requires galvanic connection to the circuit being
measured, thus it is not simple to connect it to a control circuit with a different ground
reference. A Hall Effect based current sensor does not have a galvanic connection to
the measurement circuit but instead surrounds a conductor with a magnetic circuit,
providing a simple electrical isolation. Thus this type of current sensor can be much
more useful. Power electronic circuits in particular benefit from different types of
isolated sensing due to the potential high voltages and currents that are present
throughout various types of power circuit. For example, with a standard full-bridge
motor controller such as discussed in Chapter 1 the only place it is possible to
measure motor current at all times is at either one of the motor terminals. A basic
diagram of this is shown below.

Figure 21: Full-Bridge motor controller with Resistive Shunt

If a non-isolated current sensor like this resistive shunt were to be used, the output
provided by that sensor would never be constant and would require an isolated control
circuit to be used; this may or may not be an impediment depending on the design of
the control logic. Certainly if one end of the shunt was made common to the ground of
the control circuitry then it may be required to isolate some other parts of the control
circuit.
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On examining the range of potentials for each side of the shunt it can be clearly seen
that as the power electronics switch then there is a large voltage swing. On the left
side of the shunt, the potential can be at either terminal of the DC supply depending
on whether the low or high side switch is engaged. A third option is when neither
switch is engaged, whereby the potential is the same as for the right leg of the shunt

-

in this case the value is even less predictable and depends on motor speed and
position. It is therefore not desirable to common up either side of the shunt to a
separate control circuit and so signal isolation is needed.
4.1.1 Optically Coupled Isolation
The most common method of isolating an instrument is to use optical coupling. The
measured values encoded into a stream of photons by a LED device, released and
converted back into the electrical impulses by a photo-detector device such as a
photodiode or phototransistor. Typically, the photon emitter and detector are
encapsulated into a single integrated circuit package known as an opto-coupler. One
of the oldest and most common opto-coupler devices available is the 4N2X series
device, shown below.

Phototransistor
(detector)
LED
Figure 22 : Diagram of 4N2X series Opto-coupler device

Since the two devices are not galvanically connected the two sides of the circuit can
have widely separated ground potentials without adverse results. When the instrument
is a simple on/off measurement such as a comparator output this process is simple, the
LED turns on and off and the photo-detector turns on and off. If the instrument is
more complex however such as a variable voltage or current the data must be encoded
into a form suitable for transmission and meaningful reception. There are two
standard solutions to this problem.
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4.1.1.1 Analog Data Encoding
This is by far the most common method and can be found in many power electronic
converters in common use, for example Extremely High Tension (EHT) supplies in
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) displays. A suitable conditioning circuit must be
constructed around both ends of the opto-coupler device so that a specified input
voltage (or current) range biases the device into the linear region and allows low
distortion analog data transfer. The gravest disadvantage of using this method is the
great variation with temperature. The devices typically have a rating indicating
Current Transfer Ratio (CTR) between the LED and the Collector/Emitter of the
Phototransistor to assist designers with design of this type of circuit, however this
value varies with temperature and must be compensated for in a precision instrument.
In the case of the 4N2X series devices, CTR varies by as much as 10% between 0 and
50 degrees Celsius5, this getting worse with higher LED forward currents.
The advantage of this method is that it is extremely simple, which is why it is
commonly used in commercial products. For a simple and cheap solution where
accuracy is a high priority this is the system of choice.
Certainly there are other ways to send data through an opto-coupler without resorting
to the simple current transfer method mentioned above. Encoding the signal such as
by modulation would improve performance and allow separate data channels,
however requires extra complexity externally. In particular is the need to manage the
turn on and off delays of both the LED and photo-detector when driven into
saturation, which places severe limitations on bandwidth. The datasheet lists turn-on
and turn-off times for a 4N2X as 2-10uS with a typical configuration, which takes a
full on/off cycle up to 20uS in period.
4.1.1.2 Digital Data Encoding
Using conversion into the digital domain allows for some excellent tricks to be
employed but is a complex method, and introduces the delays discussed above with an

Source Fairchild Semiconductor Datasheet #D5300197, Page 5, Figure 5
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opto-coupler. Essentially, the data is first converted into a digital form using an
Analog to Digital converter (ADC). The data is then converted into a serial data
stream and sent through the opto-coupler. The resulting data stream on exit from the
opto-coupler is not much use without specialised hardware so typically it is converted
back into analog form with the use of a Digital to Analog converter (DAC). A block
diagram of this is shown in Figure 23 below.
Input Analog
signal

N bits digital
data in parallel

High speed
serial data
Shift
Register

Conversion to
Digital domain
at ADC

Parallel/Serial
datastream

Original
signal
resolved after
small delay

Optocoupler

Shift
Register
Conversion to
Analog domain
at DAC

Serial/Parallel
datastream conversion

Figure 23 Isolation of a signal using ADC and DAC

To save time, some manufacturers have created devices known as "Isolated
Instrumentation Amplifiers" which contain all of the components shown in Figure 23
within a single integrated circuit. The HP7800 is a good example of this and performs
an admirable job. There are two great disadvantages to such a solution however; the
first is that an isolated power supply must be provided for the instrument side of the
device, which is no simple task. The second is that the manufacturer does not make
any of the internals of the device available so the designer must live with selections of
bit resolution, sampling frequency and hence transfer rates that the manufacturer has
made. In the case of the HP7800 the resolution is 8 bits for 0

-

5V on the input,

giving a resolution of around 20mV. This is adequate considering the simplicity of the
package but not sufficient within the scope of this project.
It is important to note the presence of some delay in the transfer of data from input to
output. In this case the delay is the sum of delay times through an ADC and DAC as
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well as two shift registers and the opto-coupler time. This delay is significant in some
instances and will be discussed in further detail later.
Digital data transfer has a single great advantage, that of accuracy. Once a signal has
been measured and sampled it is stored digitally and does not change, is not reduced
by losses or affected by noise (at least until a certain threshold level). If the accuracy
lost in the sampling process can be managed then this method arguably has the
potential to give the best output to a controller. The digital transfer method also makes
good use of the bandwidth of an opto-coupler device.
4.1.2 Transformer coupled isolation
Using a transformer for isolation is much more common for power supplies than
signals, due to a higher power transfer efficiency; semiconductor based photonic
devices in general having a low efficiency. This method is a older technique, being
the standard method for signal isolation before opto-couplers became common and
cheap; however it is still a viable method of signal isolation. Conditioning circuitry is
required at each end, for example a modulator and demodulator. An example of this is
described in Figure 24 below.
Input Analog
signal
Modulator

(i.e.

DSBSC)

V

Signal
transformer

Output
Analog signal

IILIIII1-'\7~

Figure 24 Signal transmission and Isolation through a Transformer

For the system above the signal must first be modulated such that there is no DC or
zero Hertz component, since these components are not transmissible through a
magnetic media such as a transformer. Since the system of concern in this case is
based on measuring the DC component of current then modulation will be necessary.
Standard techniques such as amplitude, frequency and phase modulation therefore all
apply

-

for example a voltage to frequency converter (VFC) as a modulator and a

frequency to voltage converter (FVC) as a demodulator. This functions as a simple
frequency modulation (FM) system. Naturally, the system must be designed such that
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the transformer allows transmission of the data with minimal degradation and it will
be very different to a power transformer in specification. Where a power transformer
is designed for minimal losses and high current, flux densities and frequencies, a
signal transformer is designed to minimise signal distortion (such as that due to
saturation effects) throughout the operating frequency range.
There are several advantages to this method of isolated data transmission. The first is
in the case of many data channels, since the design of modulator and demodulator
circuits lend themselves to simple parallelism through repeated use of single resources
such as frequency generators. This implies that it is not much more difficult to
modulate ten or twenty data channels onto a single transformer at different
frequencies then it is to modulate only two or three, bar the need for multiple
oscillators. In the case of an opto-coupler circuit, exactly the same circuitry must be
duplicated for each extra isolated data channe! required.
Power consumption is another area where transformer based signal isolation may
come out ahead over opto-coupling. Transformer design is a well estab!ished art and
the losses well known whilst the signal powers transmitted through the transformer
need not be high and overall power can be carefully minimised, particular!y in the
case of many data channels. Opto-coupled circuits tend to show high losses
particu!arly at high frequencies due to capacitive effects. Power dissipated in the LED
and parasitic capacitances, along with the a!most inevitable dropping resistor in series,
can quickly add up. Power consumption in this case will increase linearly with the
amount of data channels.
Another advantage is the ability for the design engineer to put more customisation
into the design. With an optocoupler based isolated circuit the designer must live with
decisions and tradeoffs made by the manufacturer such as maximum breakdown
voltage and bandwidth, in the case of a transformer circuit the parts must be specified
from scratch which allows more flexibility.
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4.1.3 Power supply isolation
The discussion thus far has concentrated on isolating a signal path between two
circuits. This implies that each circuit must have an independent and isolated power
supply, which can be a complicated achievement. As mentioned in 4.1.1.2 if simple
signal isolation is all that is needed then a single chip can be purchased and used,
however the designer still needs to supply an isolated 5V rail to that chip. This
requirement can increase the cost and complexity significantly unless carefully
managed. There are two methods in common use for isolation of power supplies
discussed here.

4.1.3.1 Transformer based power supply isolation
By far the most common is to incorporate transformer based power electronic
converters which provide isolation through a magnetic circuit as in 4.1.2. There are a
large amount of products on the market in recent times that contain power electronic
converters for establishing a stable rail voltage or voltages. Any device that is battery
powered and has a large amount of electronics would usually incorporate a buck or
boost type converter to stabilise the battery voltages, for example mobile phones and
laptop computers. These converters operate on the principle of switching currents
through an inductor and using the induced voltages to generate an output, filtered with
a capacitance. For those devices that require an isolated supply or a large amount of
separate supplies, such as computer systems operated from mains, it is a simple matter
to replace the inductor with a transformer. This then allows further customisation and
optimisation through management of the turns ratio.
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4.1.3.2 Power supply isolation through stored power
Another common method is to use a separate battery or super capacitor to power the
isolated circuit and thus remove the need to common up the instrument to another
supply. Handheld multimeters are arguably the most useful example of this
philosophy; consider that in daily use a multimeter has battery ground voltages that
can vary to thousands of volts from earth. Mains operated multimeters are at a
disadvantage here in that they must use a transformer to isolate the instrumentation
circuitry from mains so that circuits with mains references can be measured. Issues
then remain as to whether to isolate the leads of a mains operated device. Some
manufacturers of mains operated multimeters incorporate battery supplies as a
secondary source of power, which makes full isolation from mains optional.
Certainly the greatest disadvantage of using this method is that the battery must be
charged, undoubtedly in a situation where the instrument is not in use due to isolation
issues, or that the battery is replaced periodically. For a reliable instrument that is
expected to work daily and not regularly serviced, such as the instrument of
discussion in this case, neither of these methods are appropriate.
4.1.3.3 Photovoltaic isolation
A less common but still worthwhile method for power supply isolation is to use an
optical emitter/collector pair as with optocoupler signal isolation, however instead
transmitting higher levels of energy so that power supply isolation can be achieved.
Dionics, Inc (www.dionics-usa.com ) supply several parts which use exactly this
method, for example the DIG- 1185 Photovoltaic MOSFET/IGBT Driver. The device
relies on an internal infrared LED and photovoltaic diode array to supply enough
energy to charge a MOS style gate capacitance. While these types of device can be
very convenient, limitations in the amount of power that can be transmitted due to
LED and solar cell efficiency will tend to restrict their use.
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4.2 Data Transmission
Ultimately once the data has been measured, passed through a transmission medium
and received, it is useless if the receiving end makes no sense of it. It is particularly
important in this application that the data transmitted is received with a very low
probability for error, since error in the current signal translates often into incorrect
control actions, which can often have disastrous results such as power electronics
failure or motor runaway. For example, with a +I-600A spread of measurement over n
bits, if the n-I bit is received in error it could represent a 50% of full-scale error! It
may then be necessary to apply an encoding to the data at the sending end and
decoding at the receiving end to reduce the margins for error. In this section some of
the various methods of data encoding will be discussed.
4.2.1 Error Detection methods
Error detection is a process whereby additional information is added to a datum
through encoding so that upon decoding any errors in transmission have a probability
they will be detected. The packet can then be discarded as corrupt and potential
catastrophes averted. There are many different methods for error detection, essentially
improving either the probability an error will be detected, or reducing the amount of
information added to a datum during encoding, or both. In common practice error
detection is applied in a simple form at the byte level and a more complex form at the
packet level, however in the case of this application speed is of the essence so
packetising is not implemented and we will only examine byte level error detection.
Essentially there is a tradeoff between computational complexity and encoding
efficiency, some methods at each end of the scale will now be discussed.
4.2.1.1 Parity
Possibly the simplest and also one of the most effective methods for error detection,
the addition of a parity bit is also one of the most well known due to its
implementation in the RS-232 serial communications standard. To generate a correct
parity bit the amount of high bits in a byte is first counted to give a parity number.
The number is then determined to be "even" or "odd". If "odd" parity is used and the
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number is also odd, the parity bit is high and a high is added to the end of the byte,
forming a new nine bit byte in the case of an original eight bit byte. If "odd" parity is
used and the number is even, the parity bit is low. Conversely if "even" parity is used,
the situation is reversed. A few examples are shown in the following table.
Original
Byte
00000000

Parity
Number
0

01100110

4

011001101

011001100

00110111

5

001101110

001101111

11111111

8

111111111

111111110

Output for

Output for

Even Parity Odd Parity
000000001 000000000

Table 2 : Parity Examples

At the decoding end, the process is repeated for the first eight bits and a new parity
number and parity bit generated, which is then compared to the parity bit received. It
would be ideal if a comparison between the received and generated parity bits
revealed whether the byte had been received in error, however this is not the case. In
general for a rare error case this can be said to be true, for should any single bit be
received incorrectly the parity process is capable of detecting it. Should more than
two bits be received in error it is more likely that the parity process will fail however,
as shown by example in the following table, for an even parity case.
Byte as
Parity as
transmitted transmitted
010101011
Even
010101011
Even

Byte as
received
000101011
010101010

Parity as
received
Odd
Even

Error
Present?
Y
Y

Error
Detected?
Y
Y

010101011

Even

111101011

Even

Y

N

010101011

Even

000001011

Even

Y

N

Table 3 : Flaws with Parity

The first and second case show only a single bit error, for which the parity detection
algorithm has functioned correctly. In both cases the error was detected by a
mismatch between the received parity bit and the locally generated parity bit. The
third and fourth case show a different situation. In both of these cases two bits have
been received in error, causing the parity algorithm to output an incorrect answer.
Parity can therefore be said to be limited to situations where errors only occur
extremely infrequently.
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4.2.1.2 Checksums
A minor improvement on the parity error detection method is the Checksum method.
The Checksum method allows more flexibility in the amount of bits added to the
originally transmitted byte, thereby allowing an improvement in the amount of bits of
error that can be detected. The process is extremely simple

-

the amount of high bits

is again added together to produce a number, in the same way as the parity number
was generated in the case of the parity method. This number is then converted to
binary and truncated from the least significant bit to the amount of checksum bits
desired. For instance, with eight bits either one, two, three or four checksum bits
could be used, which are calculated and then simply added to the end. At the receiving
end the process is repeated and the checksum bits compared. One Checksum bit
allows one bit of error to be detected in much the same way as parity. Two Checksum
bits allows two bits of error, correspondingly for three and four. Addition of further
Checksum bits to an eight bit byte provides no further utility, so the method is limited
to only three bits of error. The following table shows an example of various calculated
Checksum outputs:

Original
Byte
00000000
01100110
00110111
11111111

Parity
Number
0
4
5
8

Output for one
checksum bit
000000000
011001100
001101111
111111110

Output for two
checksum bits
0000000000
0110011000
0011011101
1111111100

Output for three
checksum bits
00000000000
01100110100
00110111101
11111111000

Table 4 Checksum Examples

Again as for parity the scope for error detection is limited, however the Checksum
method allows for increases detection margins based on using more bandwidth for
error detection data.
4.2.1.2 Data Repetition
Almost too simple to be called error detection, the concept of simply repeating data to
determine if errors exist on reception is a method still worthy of discussion. Since the
data is not being modified or run through an algorithm when repeated the amount of
computation required is near zero, the only effort being to count the number of times
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the data is repeated. The detection process is simple, the data is first transmitted
multiple times (i.e. twice) and received the same number of times. The first byte is
compared at the receiving end to the second byte, and if no differences are
encountered the probability is that transmission was successful. In the case of double
repetition, the method will fail if exactly the same pairs of bits occur in error twice, a
situation with very low probability. The method can be extended to a simple error
correction algorithm with a "best two out of three" or "best five out of eleven"
concept, whereby if a majority of an odd number of transmissions is identical then
that byte is accepted as correct, rather than the group discarded as a whole. The
downside to this method is a dramatic decrease in data rate, since double repetition
effectively halves the amount of data transmitted in a block of time. The concept of
error correction however is a good one which we will now explore further.
4.2.2 Advanced Encoding Methods
The methods described previously relate to simple, low CPU time algorithms which
provide the ability to detect increasing levels of error in transmission and reception of
small (byte sized) blocks of data. More efficient methods such as Cyclic Redundancy
Checks (CRC) for instance exist for larger blocks of data, however the need for low
latency prevents the use of such schemes in this instance. Given this restriction to
smaller data blocks, the only other advantageous algorithms available are those that
introduce redundant error correction data. Codes such as Hamming codes enable both
a level of error detection and a lower level of error correction simultaneously. Whilst
these methods could arguably be very useful in this instance, it is preferred to
minimise transfer latency and CPU time so efforts are better spent ensuring the
probability of error is low.
4.2.3 Compatibility
Compatibility issues are a fundamental source for error. In this application a sensor is
being produced that must connect to a motor controller to function, however no
standards are in place to cover communications protocols in this instance. It is
necessary to either develop one, or adopt an existing one. Given that the controller to
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which this system will be connected is yet to be specified, this issue is best explored
later.
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4.3 Experimental Specification
After some discussion, it is decided that the system shall have the following
specification
• At least 10kHz sampling frequency

• +I-600A sensing range, including analog over-current trip circuits
• Galvanic isolation, to account for different battery potentials, isolating both
power and signal connections
• Low inductance resistive shunt sensing to improve dynamic response
• 12 bit low noise analog to digital converter
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4.4 Specification & Design of isolated system hardware
Taking into account all of the information so far presented, an analysis is now made
of the required specification of the current measurement instrument to maximise
usefulness.
4.1.4.1 Specification Level of Isolation
-

To determine the level of isolation required for an EV-Oriented current sensor, the
range of voltages that could be seen must be examined. Some of the bus voltages
discovered are shown in the table below.

DC Bus
Manufactunr

Electric Vehicle Name

Voltage

(Nominal)
Cmwn / L imle /

hxlustrial electric vehicles

Toyota / BT

including forklil'ts, stock

Industries

pickers and utility vehicles

NTU

Desert Rose Solar Car

Steven Camilleri
Solectria

Genemi Motors

r

A~,Dpu~ision

24, 36 or 48V

Electric Volkswagen Beetle
conversion
Foite Sedan (Converted

Geneial Motors Metiu)

55V
144V

192V

EV1 Electric Sports Car

288V

T-Zem E lectiic Sports Car

348V

Table S Common Electric Vehicle Bus Voltages

Power electronics are commonly available with limits up to 600V DC (for mains
operated applications). The table shows that the entire range of nominal battery
voltages is within this range. Most of the systems shown use lead acid battery
technology, so the bus voltages are multiples of 6V or I 2V. For example the T-Zero
uses 29 1 2V batteries in series to produce its 348V. Taking into account the "Optima
Yellow-top" series batteries used in the T-Zero, the maximum voltage on the bus
should be approximately I 5.5V x 29 or around 450V. Therefore if the current
measurement instrument were to be used in a T-Zero, it would need to be able to cope
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with at least a 450V differential across the isolated part of the circuit to account for
use anywhere in circuit. It is probably safe to double or even triple this figure to allow
for transients as a result of the power electronic circuitry, so at least 1500V isolation
breakdown design figure is quite realistic. This can then be specified as the maximum
transient voltage that can be allowed for between the isolated ground potential on the
instrument itself and the ground potential on the circuit it is connected to. It should be
noted that isolation voltage requirements will also increase and decrease with currents
used through the device and the inductances in the leads surrounding it, so a decision
to err on the side of higher isolation breakdown voltages is an advantage and makes
the system more robust.
4.1.4.2 Specification

Signal Isolation

-

Since the device only needs to send through a single signal, that of the magnitude and
sign of current passing through it, there would seem to be little advantage in using a
transformer for signal isolation. An optocoupler can perform this job reasonably
cheaply. Examining the methods outlined in 4.1 .1.1 and 4.1.1.2 shows that digital data
transfer gives the best accuracy whilst remaining simple, so this is the method
selected. Analysis of instrumentation amplifiers available on the market indicates that
none have accuracy levels sufficient for the application so an ADC and DAC
conversion system must be designed from discrete parts.
4.1.4.3 Specification

-

Power Supply Isolation

Since the circuit will require some digital systems on the isolated side it will be
necessary to provide low voltage DC power to part of the isolated side. This power
supply rail must be very stable and noise free to fulfil the requirements of digital
logic. At the same time, some filtering and amplification circuitry will be required and
this is likely to require a bipolar power supply, particularly in light of the bipolar
measurement specification. To reduce complexity, it is specified that a +5 and —5 rail
be supplied to the circuitry on the isolated side so that both the analog and digital
devices can share a single supply. This may increase noise susceptibility but it is
hoped that this may be overcome with careful design.
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It is desirable for both of these supply rails to be produced from a separate power
supply generated externally, so a transformer oriented power supply is the simplest
choice. In this way both supplies can be wound on to the same core and reduce cost
and complexity.
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4.4 Current Measurement
The broad purpose of the instrument described here is to measure the magnitude and
sign of current flowing through a conductor, and this section refers to design and
component selection of the measurement element itself. As can be expected this is a
critical area and the performance of the component selected here will greatly
influence the performance of the entire system. Consequently, various different
methods will be explored before a selection is made.
4.4.1 Current measurement techniques
Methods for measuring currents can be broken down into two basic subcategories.
The first is an intrusive or non-isolated category, whereby an interruption is
introduced into the conductor being measured and an instrument is inserted. Resistive
shunts and permanent-magnet ammeters fall into this category. The other category
specifies those devices which are non-intrusive or isolated, whereby no galvanic
connection is made to the measured conductor by the instrument but rather the
instrument relies on in some way interacting with the magnetic field present around
the conductor. Hall effect measurement devices, Giant Magneto-Resistor devices and
current transformers are examples of devices which use this method. Each method
must be tested for its merits in this application and will now be discussed in detail.
(is detail necessary given previous discussion??)
4.4.2 Importance of minimising delay
Since this instrument is being designed to operate as the feedback portion of a current
controller, any delay in the output will reduce performance. As delay increases, the
hysteresis band will increase in size along with current overshoot

-

increasing system

conduction loss unnecessarily. The diagram following indicates what might be
expected
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Delay time

lliI111111
Tof h'steresis hand

Bottoni of hysteresis band

Control loop
performance
no delay

-

Control loop
performance
delay td
introduced

—* *

Delay time

-

Figure 25 Effect of Delay on motor current

As shown, the most obvious first effect is the increase of band size. Note that the
overshoot is larger than the undershoot, due to the higher ramp rate of current when
increasing over decreasing. A characteristic of this effect then is overshoot past the
edge of band, the overshoot being roughly proportional to the rate of change of
current at the time. It should be noted that a sampling system will inherently have this
problem

-

however with a small variation, that being the delay is not constant. This is

due to aliasing effects between the sampling frequency and natural hysteresis control
switching frequency. This effect should be observable as a "staircase" effect, as
shown below
ts
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Figure 26 : Effects of Frequency Aliasing
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4.4.3 Current Measurement system Design
This system has a loose requirement to measure between 600A and -600A, with a
high level of isolation. Since the power supply and output transmission path are
isolated, there is no need to isolate the measurement apparatus. To this end, a resistive
shunt provides an accurate, stable, reliable and simple method to measure current in a
circuit and is also cost effective. Since conduction losses are likely to be high at the
current levels reached, it is necessary to make the shunt from a temperature
compensated material such as Mangenin. This material has a very stable resistance
characteristic with temperature and is suitable for use as an instrument.
In order to prevent extreme levels of loss within the instrument, it is necessary to keep
the shunt resistance value down. For instance, if a typical and easily obtained 1mQ
shunt is used then conduction losses at 600A can be estimated at 360W, a level likely
to destroy even a large device in a short period of time. Fortunately high current rated
devices can be obtained which have much reduced levels of calibrated and precise
resistance. For this project, a 600A, 100mV shunt was procured from an electric
forklift supplier. This equates to 0.1 67mQ of resistance, generating around 60W of
loss at maximum output. The device is still likely to become damaged from excessive
heating over long periods of time, however since other ancillary components such as
motor controllers, connecting leads and motors will unlikely be rated at 600A
continuous this should not pose a problem. As with other motor controller parts,
thermal mass will play a part and since the 600A requirement is a peak rating only the
value should be acceptable.
The tradeoff arising from selecting a lower resistance value for the instrument is the
reduced signal amplitude. The shunt is only rated at 100mV for 600A, so an amplifier
will be required to increase the level to where it can be effectively sampled. This
should not pose a serious problem since this gain can be built into an anti-aliasing or
bandwidth limiting filter, reducing components count.
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4.5 Analog to Digital Conversion
There are many methods commonly available to convert between a continuous analog
signal and a discretised digital bitstream, however all of the devices employing these
methods are known as Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs). In general, these devices
have a direct tradeoff between performance and cost, so for the purposes of this
project it is necessary to establish a minimum performance criteria in order to keep
system costs to a realistic level.
4.5.1 ADC converter types
There are four common types of ADC converter which are commonly available. In
decreasing order of performance/cost, these are
-Flash ADC Uses 2N comparators (where N specifies the number of bits of
conversion) whereby each comparator generates an output based on comparing the
2N
input signal to
possible references, generating a single unique output. In this
fashion a conversion can be achieved in the cycle time of a single comparator,
however a substantial amount of hardware is required to form the device. In general,
these devices are not found with more than 8 bits (256 discrete comparators) of
resolution. Flash systems are most commonly found as a hybrid with other ADC's,
converting the lowest bits and reducing cycle time, or as a "pipelined" flash whereby
a smaller amount of comparators is used repeatedly to generate a result.

4.5.2 Input measurement range
Since the current measurement specification is +1- 600A, a I 200A measurement range
is required. The measurement device has already been specified, an 0.I67mQ resistive
shunt, so a measurement range of +/-100mV is required. As discussed in the resistive
shunt section this level will be likely too low to be easily sampled with a decent level
of resolution, so an input amplifier must be added. Since the signal can be both above
and below zero volts, either the signal must be shifted until the value is entirely
positive or an ADC capable of measuring below ground must be used. To reduce
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potentially hazardous offset errors, it is preferable to use an ADC capable of
measuring below ground.

4.5.3 Resolution

ADC measurement resolution is an important factor which will trade system accuracy
and signal to noise ratios against computation and transmission time. Given the input
measurement range, the table below shows the effective resolution of each
standardised ADC bit range

Sampled
Average
Average
Value
Range
Quantisation
Resolution
Resolution
Quantisation Error
(bitsN)
(2')
(Amps) Error (Amps)
(%fu!I scale)

8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24

1

256
1024
4096
16384
65536
262144
1048576
4194304
16777216

4.6875
1.171875
0.29296875
0.07324219
0.01831055
0.00457764
0.00114441
0.0002861
7.1526E-05

2.34375
0.5859375
0.146484375
0.036621094
0.009155273
0.002288818
0.000572205
0.000143051
3.57628E-05

0.390625%
0.097656%
0.024414%
0.006104%
0.001526%
0.000381%
0.000095%
0.000024%
0.000006%

Table 6 Quantisation Error vs Resolution

It can be clearly seen that quantisation error as a proportion of full scale measurement
decreases rapidly with increased bits, as each additional bit effectively doubles the
resolution. For this application, 12 bits would seem like a reasonable compromise
between cost, computational power requirement and resolution. This should then
return a value for current quantised into -0.3A steps.

4.5.4 ADC digital interface
Since an ADC is a high speed digital peripheral, an interface with a high bandwidth is
required. The many forms of interface can be broken down into two main categories
serial and parallel. Serial interfaces offer the advantage of high speed data transfer
whilst maintaining hardware simplicity, however do introduce a transmission delay.
Parallel interfaces require a larger number of connections but give the advantage of
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near instantaneous transfer of entire words of data. Given that in this case the ADC
will be directly connected to a microcontroller with minimal functional requirements,
it would be advantageous to use a parallel interface. This then allows the
microcontroller to read the ADC data from its ports in a single cycle.

4.5.5 Sampling rate
As discussed previously determining sampling rate required is not a simple issue,
however the 20kHz sampling rate defined previously will suffice as a specification for
the ADC. Sampling rate is largely dependent on the ADC type and resolution,
however at the 12 bit resolution already specified 20kHz falls well within most of the
converters currently available on the market.

4.5.6 Intrinsic ADC measurement errors
There are many internal characteristics of an ADC which cause discrepancy between
the actual and sampled signal value. Typically these sources of error are specific to
the ADC part in question and are therefore difficult to remove. Some however do rely
on correct application of the part and can be effectively reduced by careful design,
placement and selection of support hardware.

4.5.7 Linearity and Offset errors
An ADC will produce a digital output which should increase and decrease in ratio
with the analog signal level at the input. Due to non-idealities in the sampling process
this ratio changes as signal level changes, producing a non-linearity in the output.
Typically this nonlinearity is compensated for with a modern ADC and linearity
values seldom become more than +1- 1 LSB (least significant bit) at the output, which
in the case of the application discussed here will present minimal difficulties.
Offset errors can be a more serious problem. If the ADC reports a nonzero value for
motor current when the motor current is actually zero, a current controller will adjust
the motor current to return the net measured balance to zero, resulting in a motor
current. This would not be a substantial amount, but might be enough to move a
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vehicle in a situation where the motor would normally be "switched off'. One way to
compensate for this is to leave a "dead band" around the zero current region, which
will present a zero current for i.e. +I-5A in the motor. This does cause error in the
current control down at these low levels, however this should not present a substantial
difficulty for a traction application and is much more user friendly. Ideally of course,
the ADC and support circuitry are all designed to produce as little offset error as
possible.
4.5.8 Intermodulation distortion
Since an ADC does not have a linear transfer function due to the stepped output, the
presence of multiple frequencies simultaneously at the input will produce a distortion
at the output. These distortions are present as "imaginary" frequencies as a linear
combination of the frequencies at the input, as shown by the equation below
FIMD

=

m.f a (+1-) n.fb

Equation 4 Intermodulation Distortion

Where:
FIMD = intermodulation distortion frequency
m, n
L,

=

fh =

positive integer values (including zero)
two input sinusoids

This distortion is present in all types of signal processing systems which contain a
nonlinearity and is impossible to avoid entirely, but can be minimised by improved
resolution. Since this type of distortion has minimal impact on the DC component of
the measurement current, it is not a serious issue.

4.5.9 Reference Error
ADCs produce an output based on a comparison between a reference signal and the
input signal. In general, maximum output value corresponds to equality between input
and reference whilst minimum output corresponds to a ground state present at the
input, or alternatively this will change if the ADC is capable of sensing values below
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ground. The output can thus be specified to be the "fraction" of the reference signal
that is present at the input pin.
Due to this heavy reliance of the output value on the reference signal, it is important
that the reference remain as stable and noise free as possible. Typically ADCs supply
external pins where such a signal can be applied, or an internal reference decoupled
with high and low frequency decoupling capacitors. Since any noise present on the
reference will translate directly to noise in the output, it is vital for this application
that the reference signal be well designed. To this end, it is preferable that an ADC
with a high-precision internal reference, capable of external decoupling, is found.
4.5.10 ADC Part Selection
After the previous analysis, the following ADC specification is required:
Resolution : At least 12 bits
Input type : Measures above and below ground to at least I OOrnV
Digital Interface : Parallel
Distortion : Minimise linearity, offset and intermodulation distortion
Reference : Internal high precision
An exhaustive search has suggested that the Analog Devices LTC 1274 part offers the
best compatibility with this specification for the price. Basic specifications for this
part are
Resolution : 12 bits
Input Type: Single ended, +1- 2.048V
Digital Interface : Parallel 12 bit
Distortion : +1-1 LSB integral nonlinearity, +1-1 LSB differential nonlinearity, +/-8
LSB offset error, giving approximately 73dB S/(N+D) ratio
Reference : Internal 2.42V high precision reference, which can be overdriven to -5V
should input range requirements change
The device also comes with its own internal clock and a conversion complete output,
which allows a reduction in CPU overhead for the microcontroller interface and a
reduction in conversion time. Analog Devices also provides an op-amp circuit
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schematic with their datasheet which can be used to calibrate out offset error and set
full scale gain. This is shown below
ANALOG 10k
INPUT R2
10k

>

A!N LTC1274
ANLTG1277>

TR4

Ok
LT01274
L101277

3k

100k AUST
103k
R6
200Q

RB
20k
OFFSET
A DJUST

A(LTCi27fl

-5V

Figure 27 Bipolar full scale offset and gain adjustment circuit (from LTC1274 data sheet)

This circuit can be broken up into three simple sections, a divide by 2 comprising RI
and R2, adjustable feedback (gain) comprising R4 and R5 and offset reference
generated by R3. R6, R7 and R8.
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4.6 Experiment Circuit Development
Now that the various components which comprise the main functional elements of the
current sensor have been chosen, it is only a matter of developing the way they need
to be interconnected before testing can begin. The process will involve the
development of a complete schematic including relevant inputs, outputs and power
supply requirements, followed by a printed circuit design.
4.6.1 Schematic Development
In order to reduce design complexity, the circuit design can be broken down into the
following sub-systems

•

Shunt signal conditioning circuit

• Analog to Digital Converter
• Supervisory Microcontroller
• Analog Over-Current Shutdown
• Optical Isolation
•

Power Supply

Each of these sub-systems can theoretically be designed almost independently of the
other parts, provided the design specification has been tight enough. The relevant
design issues of each sub-system will now be described.
4.6.1.1 Shunt Signal Conditioning Circuit
In order to ensure that the signals developed by the external shunt resistor are
compatible with the input to the ADC, both an appropriate gain (or attenuation) will
need to be applied along with an anti-aliasing low pass filter. It is also preferable to
build in a trimmable gain and offset so that drift can be can be periodically calibrated
out of the system if necessary. Fortunately, Analog Devices provide a suitable circuit
in the datasheet for the chosen LT1274 ADC to provide gain and trim, as was shown
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in Figure 27 : Bipolar full scale offset and gain adjustment circuit. All that is left is to
apply an appropriate anti-aliasing filter circuit.
In order to minimise group delay and the potential ringing that may cause, a linear
phase filter was chosen. The Bessel filter also offers good passband ripple at the
tradeoff of a reduced stopband decay, so this type of filter was used. This type of filter
is often found used as a low noise anti-aliasing filter. In order to maintain a sampling
range flexibility whilst also reducing the effects of aliasing, a 45kHz 3dB passband
was chosen for design. Two poles were chosen for reduced component count. Since a
second operational amplifier will be required in order to implement the Analog
Devices calibration circuit, the dual low noise operational amplifier LTI 124 was
chosen. A schematic and response for the filter is as follows:

cli
C COlCuF

N

H
•

Figure 28 : Bessel Filter

N

Figure 29 Bessel Filter Response

The filter was designed using an excellent freely available ADC anti-aliasing filter
design package from the Microchip corporation, called FilterLab. The author
recommends this package to others in the interest of saving time.
4.6.1.2 Analog to Digital Converter
The LTI 124 ADC does not require a substantial amount of external hardware to
operate. In order to reduce noise, both the external reference pin and positive and
negative power supplies are separately decoupled. For convenience, the ADC
schematic will be shown together with the microcontroller interface.
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4.6.1.3 Supervisory Microcontroller
The microcontroller which will control both the timing of sampling and the digital
interface to the host controller has a unique requirement. No excessive calculation
need be performed, only 110 control, however this control must be performed at high
speed with minimal transport delay. In order to achieve this requirement a
microcontroller with fast hardware interrupts and a low cycle time will be needed.
After some searching, a suitable low cost 5V microcontroller was found as supplied
by Atmel Micro Devices, the Atmel AT90 series 2313. This device comes with 2k of
inbuilt flash memory which simplifies development, and 15 110 lines. Unfortunately
the 110 lines are divided into one 8-bit word and one 7-bit word, so the 12-bit word
supplied by the ADC will need to be multiplexed and clocked separately into the
microcontroller. Two latches provide this interface. The resulting schematic appeal-s
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Figure 30 : Microcontroller & ADC Interface
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1
74245 octal D-latch ICs U3 and U4 provide multiplexing of the upper and lower six
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bits of digital information to the microcontroller U5 at port D bits 0 to 6. This should
allow simple software conversion of the two six bit "nibbles" into a single 12 bit
word. U5 is clocked by a 10MHz clock and runs single cycle, so a 100nS response
time can be expected.

7
1

-

Ai

Figure 31: Analog Shutdown Circuit Schematic

Potentiometers POTI and POT2 adjust the respective positive and negative overcurrent reference voltages, so both regeneration and motoring currents can be
separately protected. Comparator UI then compares these references to the incoming
current signal with diodes D2 and D3 acting as a diode "OR" gate turning on
transistor Q2. This acts as an open-collector output. As before, to improve power
supply rejection both the positive and negative power supply rails are decoupled
immediately next to the opamp IC.
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4.6.1.4 Optical Isolation
The optocouplers are an essential part of this circuit, providing level-shifting
capabilities which ensure firstly that the potential of the current sensor will not change
the behaviour of the control circuit and secondly that the current sensor may be placed
anywhere within the circuit to be measured without concern. It is important to ensure
that these devices are rated to the voltages required and that the speed of the devices k
high enough to allow rapid data transfer.
It was found that the HCNW 137 device from Agilent Semiconductor provided both a
high speed and high level of isolation (5kV) to the circuit. The devices are in a nonstandard package which complicates design somewhat but the performance benefits
were deemed to have been worth the trouble. The device also provides a TTL
compatible output, unlike many optocouplers which simply provide a biased transistor
output.
Despite these, the circuit is simple. The LED input of the device is attached to the
relevant digital output. and the TTL output is wired directly to the output cable.
4.6.1.4 Power Supply
Power supplies are an often overlooked and poorly built subassembly of most circuits.
In this case it is important that the power supply be able to operate from a single 5V
input as can be provided from the controller, and generate a completely isolated +I-5V
output to comply with isolation restrictions. The power supply need only generate a
fraction of a watt peak, enough to power all of the on board components, but must be
reliable. Two options can be explored in this case, development of a custom power
supply such as an isolated flyback or forward converter, however in the interests of
reliability and time saving an off-shelf part was selected. Newport Components Inc
offer several PCB mountable switch mode power supplies that suit this particular sort
of task admirably. The NMJ series in particular, as shown following in a Newport
generated drawing, are an excellent solution.
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4.6.1.5 Completed Schematic
Now that the various sub-assemblies have been designed and all meet the
specification originally required of them, they can be joined to form a complete
schematic. This schematic can be found on the following page. Once a schematic is
developed, a printed circuit can be formed.
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Figure 34 : Complete Schematic
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4.6.2 PCB Development
One of the most complex issues to be dealt with when designing "Hybrid" or mixed
analog/digital printed circuit boards is the issue of power supplies & grounding.
Digital circuits are by their very nature incompatible with analog circuits when it
comes to power supplies

-

digital devices tend to be extremely "peaky" with power

requirements, drawing power in sharp impulses during transition periods. This will
generate brief transient dropouts in the power supply as inductive and resistive drops
come into the fray. These issues need to be corrected with PCB "tricks" such as star
points, capacitive decoupling and power supply isolation. Typically both an analog
and digital power supply will be provided and, although both of the same potential,
will be essentially disconnected from one another, only finding a common point with
a small high inductance track at some location on the PCB.
The PCB as developed is shown below, with Blue indicating the bottom copper layer,
red indicating the copper top layer and yellow the overlay layer.

Figure

35 : PCB Overview
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As can probably be expected this image makes little sense at this point. For
clarification, we will take a closer look at one layer at a time, starting with the top
layer and indicating the relative placement of each sub-assembly.
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PCR Top Layer Detail

There are many features which require attention on the top layer. First is the location
of the optocouplers, power supply and isolation barrier. These separate the isolated
and non-isolated portions of the circuit by approximately 5mm, equating to an
approximately 5kV isolation. In a similar fashion, the analog and digital ground
planes are also isolated, although by a shorter isolation region due to a lower (near
zero) potential difference, and the presence of a high inductance link keeping the
potentials similar. The shunt resistor is connected at the bottom left of the board, close
to the opamp IC and ADC. Similar detail may be shown from the bottom side of the
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PCB, however no further revelations may be found there so the process is avoided.
For convenience, the software used to develop the PCB has been used to develop a 3D
"preview" of the board, shown below

Figure 37 3D Board Rendering
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4.7 Summary
This chapter has endeavoured to change the concept of a digital enhanced current
sensor into a real tangible circuit. Specifications have been discussed at great length
and the corresponding parts chosen, finally becoming developed into a complete
schematic and eventually a printed circuit. The various characteristics required of the
printed circuit are proposed and discussed.
The next step is to construct the circuit and begin experiments. All of the work to date
has been theoretical. so in developing and testing a practical system a great deal of
learning is anticipated in upcoming sections.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
The following section is intended to describe the transitionary process between circuit
design and the measurement of useful results. Typically this period comprises a large
slice of time and much reworking of the design.

5.1 Practical implementation
To ensure that the methods proposed for the system can be formed into an appropriate
practical implementation and result in a useful device, a prototype current sensor has
been developed and tested. Since the current sensor is not useful on its own, it has
been incorporated into a three phase brushless motor controller. A block diagram of
the test system is as follows

Digital Signal
Processor
(DSP)

4
________ -

4

J

Other
sensory
inputs

Inverter

3 Motor
Resistive
Shunt

-

Digital

Current

Sensor

Figure 38 : Block Diagram of test system

The digital current sensor is placed across a resistive shunt, in line with one of the
motor phases. Use of only one sensor in this manner does not allow perfect sensing of
current in the motor however, since there are periods in which current only flows in
the two phases which are not sensed. For the purposes of testing however, sensing of
only one motor phase should suffice. If at a later time the system is to be expanded to
include full current sensing, then only two phases would need to be measured. Current
in the third phase can then be determined mathematically using Kirchoff's current
law.
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5.2 Variations

During the phases of setup and testing, some improvements to the circuit were made.
First was the redevelopment of the input anti-aliasing filter, which was found not to
work due to a faulty and hard to replace operational amplifier. The circuit was
replaced with a more common through-hole mounted operational amplifier circuit
placed on a daughterboard above the circuit. Another substantial enhancement was to
connect the sensor to the DSP control module via twisted pair (cat-5) cable, which
was found to reduce the probability for digital transmission error substantially.

Figure 39 : Photograph of Test System as built and tested

Figure 40 : Photograph of current sensor
board only

Figure 41 Photograph of current sensor
board, complete with amplifier
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5.3 Testing
In order to provide a good testing environment for the system, it was decided to test
the DSP controller at an appropriate range. Since the controller was designed to
operate from 0 to 250A in each motor phase and it was decided that the power
electronic component of the controller was not yet ready for this level of current, the
decision was made to "fool" the DSP controller by using an inappropriate value of
shunt resistor. Using a 5mQ resistor instead of a lmQ resistor achieved this, giving
the controller the impression that the current was five times higher than it actually
was.
The testing process was to hold the motor unmoving so that a single state current
control could be achieved. This meant that zero back EMF was present at all times,
generating a worst case situation for current control as damping was reduced.
Hysteresis band current control was employed to control the motor current, so all of
the effects discussed as potentially relating to hysteresis band current control could be
observed. The hysteresis current control band was set as 20A.
During the initial phase of testing where only the digital communications was being
tested, a simple program was written to verify the integrity of data transmission. The
current sensor would generate a sequence of numbers in 12 bit format, transmitting
these from its synchronous serial output to the DSP, which would then decode the
numeral and determine if the most recently received numeral was indeed a single
increment from the previously received numeral. This method ran at maximum speed
and enabled tuning of the digital communications. During testing, data rates of nearly
800kbps were achieved without error.
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6. RESULTS

6. RESULTS
In order to prove the stability and precision of the current sensing system, a range of
tests were conducted with the scooter controller including between approximately
JOA and 50A of motor phase current. The results were gathered using the equipment
described in the preceding chapter and all results were taken with the sensor under test
providing feedback to the current loop within the DSP rather than just dumbly
measuring. All tests were conducted in a "forced state", preventing the motor from
running, so as to simplify testing and simultaneously present a worst case scenario to
the measurement apparatus.

6.1 Current Control Tests
Results shown were taken from two sources. The first is a Tektronics Digital Storage
Oscilloscope (DSO) connected to a Tektronics IOOA Hall Effect current probe. This
probe provides a clamp-on isolated system for accurately measuring both DC and AC
current through a conductor, generating a 5mV/A output to be displayed on the DSO.
The second source is a PC which interfaces directly with the DSP and is able to record
256 sample "snapshots" of motor current data. The PC both displayed this data on
screen and logged the data to disk for later analysis. As stated before, the sensor was
providing feedback to the current loop within the DSP, so it was crucial to ensure that
the values were correct during testing to prevent damage to the sensor or controller.
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6.1.1 10 Amp Test

For example's sake the following is presented from a PC screenshot, however for the
remainder of the results the output has been generated separately from the log file
which gives a clearer result. The results were taken after adjusting the desired motor
current to approximately IOA RMS, giving a current band between approximately OA
and 26A.
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Figure 42 Comparison between measured and actual results

The figure on the left shows the output from the DSO. The DSO output can be said to
show "Actual Current", a near perfect representation of current flowing through the
motor. The figure on the right shows a screenshot as displayed by the PC at the same
time. The PC output shows "Interpreted Current" or the current as seen by the DSP
through the current sensing apparatus. This figure includes additional information not
pertinent to good communication in this instance, so in future this figure will be
replaced by an image generated from the stored results. The left of the screenshot
shows a graphical representation of the current in the motor, the right shows this same
information as a string of numbers (for diagnostic purposes).
The output from the PC is in "Raw" form and must be scaled and adjusted in order to
give meaningful figures. Remembering that the ADC used in the application has a
convenient +/-2048 counts for +I-2.048V giving I count per mV, we must now
determine what the value of current in Amps per millivolt presented to the ADC
should be. Given that the resistive shunt being used for testing is ImQ and the input
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anti-aliasing filter provides a fivefold gain, we know that IA is present for every
5mV, or every 5 counts, at the ADC. We now have a simple method to change the
"count" value recorded by the PC into amps, divide by 5. The data display shown in
the figure above has performed this task to some extent, but for a good look we will
need to clean the data up from the log file using a spreadsheet program. The result is
shown below
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Figure 43 : Processed Data Output

It is evident that the data now corroborates. The DSO shows us a current peak of
approximately 22A, identical to that presented by the current sensor. Happily the
wave shape is also nearly identical. Given this simple method for processing the data,
the results will now be shown in this clarified form rather than as a raw screenshot.
This first test has shown that for low current values both the closed loop current
control and AC/DC precision are performing as expected. It should now be possible to
increase the motor current and start to observe if induced noise is affecting
measurement.
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6.1.2 20A
From this point on the wave shapes as logged by the PC are interpreted and presented
scaled to show Amps for simplicity. The next test was conducted at a 20A RMS setting
and shows start-up from a zero amp initial condition. Testing from a zero initial condition
was a process developed in order to ensure that the data could be more easily compared,
giving some non-uniformity to the output. The next set of data is shown below
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Figure 44 Results at 20A

The DSO has provided some apparently useful figures for comparison in this case, or so it
at first seems. First the RMS value is shown to be 19.02A RMS (9.51mV x 2), slightly
below 20A due to the presence of the OA initial condition. The value shown at right,
measured across the same range, is 16.6A RMS. In this case the discrepancy may be
accounted for by the low resolution present on the DSO screen, given that by eye the
waveform does not regularly progress above 20A. The two different measurements of
current band seem to align, with the DSO reporting approximately 20A and the current
sensor output concurring, showing between just below IOA and just below 30A, again the
current band being a little too large.

For clarity, the figure at right is truncated in length to roughly equate to the same time
period as shown on the DSO, and scaled with suitable gridlines to read the same scale as
the DSO. This means that less than 256 samples are displayed, but given that the DSO
does not show these values for comparison the loss is minimal. Displaying the data
formatted in the same manner as shown by the DSO gives a better indication of the
discrepancies that may be present between the different signals, without being distracted
by scale. This trend will continue for upcoming results.
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6.1.3 30A
The next increment for testing is 30A. For this test the switching frequency will begin to
increase rapidly as the circuit resistance has an increasingly large effect both to slow the
rate of current rise and speed the rate of current fall. The tests conducted produced the
following results
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Figure 45 : Results at 30A

Again the general waveform seems similar by eye for both the DSO combination and the
current sensing device. Direct comparisons of RMS current are a little more difficult in
this case due to the DSO's inability to provide a correct RMS current value, probably due
to the higher frequency of the signal. Given this restriction, the next test will be conducted
at a lower time/division setting. The current sensing device does show a 27A RMS output
however. The current band is well distinguished between approximately 19A and 39A, a
slightly too large but clear 20A.
Of interest in particular is a strange "flattening" of current present at the top of each
switching transition. Looking more closely
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Shown is an enhanced portion of the first peak evidenced in the 30A test. Given that
the current usually progresses in roughly straight lines of an upward or downward
direction when hysteresis band current control is used, and that no other devices were
present which were likely to cause the sudden "peak" and "trough" evidenced
immediately after the switching transition, it is possible that the variation between the
DSO produced output and the current sensor apparatus output is due to the current
sensor apparatus itself. This event shall be discussed further in the discussion section,
however for the moment it should prove profitable to continue to examine increasing
values of current.
6.1.4 40A
The next test results were produced by setting the level of current to 40A. This
produced the following data
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Figure 47 Results at 40A

Again the DSO has been unable to produce a value for RMS current, but the current
sensing apparatus values provide the figure of 38.9A RMS between ImS and 6mS.
The general signal shape is starting to show a distortion at the top of the waveform
and a small amount at the bottom of the waveform, more pronounced than as shown
in the 30A test, however otherwise the two waveforms are very similar. The values
for current band are nearly identical, between approximately 30A and 50A, again
showing an accurate 20A current band, slightly larger than desired. The near identical
height of the current band shown on both outputs is an indication that the sensor is
functioning well at controlling the current within the desired region.
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The distortion present is a concern. Since the DSO output continues to show no
distortion at either transition and the current sensor continues to show increasing
amounts of distortion, it can be assumed that the variation is not due to a special case
but an investigation is warranted. As for the 30A test, a more detailed view of the
waveform generated by the current sensor during the first cycle is shown
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Figure 48 : Distortion at 40A

The results shown are remarkably similar to for the 30A test, but at a greater
amplitude. A sudden drop in the level of current immediately after the peak is
followed by a slow increase in the measured level of current, after which it is seen to
decay normally. At the bottom of the band a very gradual change in current during the
switching period is observed, something which does not normally occur with
hysteresis band current control. Since this smoothing effect is not visible in the DSO
result, it can be assumed that this too is an artefact produced by the current sensor
apparatus.
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6.1.5 50A
The highest value tested is now shown. 50A would normally represent 250A in the case of an
appropriate shunt resistor, which would equal the maximum range of the motor controller
used. The test results are as follows
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As can be seen, the waveform generated by the current sensor is essentially correct but has
been distorted even more at the switching transitions. The DSO has again failed to generate an
RMS current value but the current sensing apparatus shows 47.1A between lmS and 6mS
including the rise time, or 48.7A between 2mS and 6mS, including only the steady-state
waveform. This value is the highest yet tested. Hysteresis band values are again very similar,
however in this case a slight variation can be distinguished. The DSO output at left shows a
current band between approximately 60A and 39A (giving 21A band). however the current
sensing apparatus shows a current band between 58A and 37A, again giving 21A of band but
at a different level. Perhaps the slight offset in maxima and minima and the distortion present
are linked in some way. To investigate further, another detailed plot is generated:
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The results shown are nearly the same in terms of distortion as those shown for the
40A tests. Again the peak current is followed by a rapid decrease in current, and a
period of very low current change, after which the current decays normally. At the
trough the current seems to round very evenly without the normal rapid upswing in
current. The discrepancies as shown will be analysed and discussed further in the
following chapter. however for now another aspect of the apparatus will be tested.
6.2 Overload protection test
Since the current sensor includes not only the required equipment to accurately
measure the level of current but also incorporates an analog over-current trip, it will
be necessary to induce an appropriate situation to test the additional hardware. To this
end, the over-current trip was adjusted to an appropriate low level within 50A and the
trip time measured. For this test the two signals measured were the current trip logic
signal on the current sensor board and the appropriate gate drive signal at the output
of the power electronics. The results are as follows
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To make the result clearer, the DSO output shown had vertical timing lines added to
show the time of two important events, firstly the transition from high to low of the
current trip logic signal and secondly the beginning of FET gate drive switchoff. As
can be seen, the time difference between the two events is 19 nanoseconds. This time
includes the time for the comparator output on the current sensor board to make its
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transition from high to low, the opto-coupler present on the current sensor board to
also make the same transition, and the DSP to shut down all of the gate drives. In
order to accomplish this extremely rapid reaction time. the signal from the current
sensor board was wired into a hardware interrupt input present on the DSP which is
intended for such a function. 19 nanoseconds is a few orders of magnitude faster than
what would otherwise be required to protect the control circuitry from over-current, so
the device can be said to be performing exceptionally well. It would seem that
removing the over-current shutdown from the digital domain and relying on the speed
of analog circuitry is a good solution.
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7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results shown in the previous chapter have led to the following observations:
• That the current was being sensed with enough precision to perform closed
loop current control:
• That the process of sampling the current, transmitting through a digital
medium and exerting current control wholly in the digital domain is feasible:
•

That the amount of error present in the system is low.

Of most interest is the distortion which became present at higher currents. This
distortion caused an over-shoot in the measured value of current immediately after a
switch from current ramp-up to ramp-down, and an under-shoot in the measured value
immediately after a switch from ramp-down to ramp-up. Several sources may be
responsible for this error. These could be
• Frequency aliasing or distortion due to high frequency components in the
signal present at transition:
• Transport delay within the control loop generating over-shoot and undershoot:
• That the distortion was actually present in the signal. and distortion was
present in the DSO output waveform.
• Distortion due to high frequency limiting by the parasitic inductance of the
shunt.
Further investigation has indicated that transport delay was not the issue, since the
control loop was reacting very quickly in the situation and current was changing
direction successfully in between sampling periods. Analysis of the performance
specification of the DSO/current clamp combination also indicated that this
equipment should not be prone to distortion in the region used for measurement,
suggesting that the cause for error is the first mentioned, that of high order harmonics
in the current waveform.
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In an attempt to investigate further, the effects of a low pass filter at approximately
2.5kHz (remembering this is one quarter of the desired passband as tested) is
simulated on the signal which was present at the input to the circuit at 50A.
The results are as shown below
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Figure 52 Simulation of Distortion

Of particular interest is the rounding of the waveform present at both switching
intervals. With the exception of the brief rapid overshoot and undershoot that was
observed in chapter 6, this waveform looks very similar to what was observed.
Perhaps the overshoot and undershoot is due to transport delay, and the rounding due
to filtering effects of the restricted dynamic response.
The potential for inductive limiting to cause the rounding is small. Subsequent tests of
the shunt inductance with a RLC measurement bridge showed that the shunt
inductance was less than 5 nil, negligible when compared to the resistance of the
shunt.
Irrespective of the cause of the distortion, the effect on current control was minimal.
Since the overshoots and undershoots occurred after the switching transition had
already happened, the hysteresis band control effectively cancelled them out. The
resulting current control was largely unaffected.
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The successful implementation of an analog over-current shutdown signal has
removed the need for a high response system, as was hoped. With reduced design
stresses, the digital system can be very simple to construct.
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8. CONCLUSION
The intention of these works has been to demonstrate that there is scope to develop
and test an improved current sensing apparatus. Existing devices used to sense current
are typically discrete, such as shunt resistors or hall effect sense devices, and require
additional hardware in order to operate as well as having drawbacks such as noise
susceptibility. The development of a new kind of current sensor which is not discrete
but includes a current sensing element and analog front end and a digital back end
with standardised output is discussed. Various requirements of the system have been
discussed and a full specification for development was proposed, followed by a
description of the development itself and the results gained during a practical
implementation. The specification was partly developed by examining what was
extant, partly through simulation.
The system that has been developed has demonstrated its ability to perform the
requirements asked of it and has shown a general improvement in stability over
discrete methods. Some discrepancies between the original signal and the output that
the system produced have been noted and the differences attributed to the dynamic
response of the system. An analysis of these discrepancies has been undertaken and
the results have indicated that the system will perform well despite them. Further, any
dynamic response drawbacks associated with the digital system are compensated by
an in-built analog over-current sensor, which has been shown to have an extremely
fast response.
The one area where the current measuring apparatus has not performed has been
complexity. Due to the need to assemble the system from off-shelf parts, the resulting
apparatus has been large and cumbersome when compared with what is otherwise
available. As a result it is anticipated that any future work which is based in part upon
the work here conducted should be directed towards improving the size and cost of
the apparatus.
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8.1 Recommendations for Further Work
There are three areas where the sensor system developed here can be improved and
made more useful. The first area is miniaturisation. The system can be much better
integrated together in a second design revision, whereby the general circuit is known
in advance of the design process. This would allow the sensor to be smaller, more
robust and higher performing without compromising core functionality. Such work is
probably more suited to a peripheral activity within a separate application based
research focus rather than a dedicated course of research in itself. For instance, with a
three phase motor controller two phase currents must be measured, so constructing
two sensors integrated together into one is likely to be far more convenient than two
discrete sensors.
One area where academic research work may prove fruitful to this system is in cost
reduction and simplification. The system as developed is probably over-complicated
and expensive, so it may be worthwhile to spend some research effort in simulation
and design to reduce the requirements of the system and thus cut costs. Some of the
requirements that may be compromised are voltage isolation ratings, indeed even the
need for isolation itself, and on-board power supply requirements. Some complexity
may also be removed from the supervisory microcontroller system.
The last area where improvement may be sought is in sensor functionality. The sensor
has shown to produce distortion in some instances, and whilst this does not impact
negatively on performance with a hysteresis band current control system it is not to
say that performance may be negatively affected in other instances. To this end some
work may be done on the analog filter front end to the analog/digital converter,
minimising the distorting effects of passband/stopband ripple and phase shifts for
instance. As a cautionary note, it is not recommended to try to improve the sampling
rate of the system, since the sampling frequencies evidenced during this course of
work are sufficiently high for nearly any modern conceivable system and high
sampling rates tended to put a high computational load on the control processor.
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A Numerical simulation program listing
DECLARE SUB dump24bitbmp (fileName$)
Motor hysteresis band controller simulation program
IS. Camilleri 2001
'To test whether digital current control will work
'Constants
RLL
XLL

=
=

.08
.3 / 1000

'ohms
'henries

SetPoint = 150
BatteryVoltage = 144
BackEMF = 120
HystBand = 20
SwitchF = 5000
Tstep = .0000001

'Amps
'Volts
'Volts
'A
'Hz

CurrentlC = 0
PWM = 1
T=0
I = CurrentlC

'Initial condition for current (amps)

'seconds time step for numeric simulation

'Screen setup
SCREEN 12
LOCATE 25, 1: PRINT "Motor Resistance
"Henry"
LOCATE 26, 1: PRINT "Voltage Source
BackEMF; "Volts"
LOCATE 27, 1: PRINT "Current Set Point
HystBand; "Amps"
LOCATE 28, 1: PRINT "Sampling Frequency
LOCATE 1, 1
FOR y

=

350 TO 100 STEP -10
LINE (0, y)-)639, y), 8

=

0 TO 639 STEP 100000 / SwitchF
LINE )x, 100(-)x, 350), 8

NEXT y
FOR x
NEXT x

RLL; "ohm, Motor Inductance

";

SetPoint; "Amps, Hysteresis Rand

";

'

SwitchF; "Hz"

(1 / Tstep(

PRINT "Current scale 10A/div, Time scale 0.1ms/div"

Caictoop:
Numerical simulation
IF PWM

-

ideal sampling

1 THEN
I = i + (BatteryVoltage
BackEMF
i
RLL)
T = T + Tstep
IF )i > (SetPoint + HystBand / 2)) THEN
PWM = 0
IF switches = 0 THEN TStart = T
switches = switches + 1
END IF
GOTO EndCalcLoop

=

-

END IF
IF PWM

-

*

0 THEN
= i
)BackEMF + j
Tstep / XLL
RLL)
T = T + Tstep
IF (I < )SetPoint
HystBand I 2)) THEN

=

*

-

*

-

100

XLL;

BatteryVoltage; "Volts, BackEMF

";

";

";

*

Tstep I XLL
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PPM

=

END IF

1

END IF
EndCalctoop:
Tlimit = 100000 * T
PSET )Tlimit, 350
i) , 12
IF Tlimit < 639 THEN GOTO CaicLoop
-

PRINT switches / )T

-

'Numerical simulation

TStart); "HZ without sampling

-

discrete sampling

i = CurrentlC
T=0
PPM = 1
TStart = 0
switches = 0
IMax = 500
TriggerT

=

T

(1 / SwitchF)

+

CalcLoop2:
IF PPM = 1 THEN
i = i + (BatteryVoltage
BackEMF
i * RLL) * Tstep / XLL
T S T ± Tstep
IF T >= TriggerT THEN
IF )FIX(i / .625) > (SetPoint + HystBand / 2) / .625) THEN
IF switches = 0 THEN TStart = T
IF IMax = 0 THEN IMax = i
IF IMax = 500 THEN IMax = 0
PPM = 0
switches = switches * 1
END IF
TriggerT = T + )l / SwitchF)
END IF
GOTO EndCalcLoop2
END IF
IF PPM = 0 THEN
i = i
(BackEEF + i * RLL) * Tstep / XLL
T = T + Tstep
IF T >= TriggerT THEN
IF )FIX)i / .625) < )SetPoint
HystBand / 2) / .625) THEN
IF Imin = 0 THEN Imin
i
PPM = 1
END IF
TriggerT = T + (1 / SwitchF)
END IF
END IF
EndCalcLoop2:
Tlimit = 100000 * T
PSET )Tlimit, 350
1), 10
IF Tlimit < 639 THEN GOTO CalcLoop2
-

-

-

-

-

PRINT switches / )T
TStart); "Hz with sampling"
PRINT USING "Band:##.##"; IMax
1mm
PRINT USING "####.#% band error"; 100 * )IMax
1mm) / HystBand
-

-

-

'Screenshot
dump24bitbmp )"fullSPDO.BMP")
SUN dump24bitbmp )fileName$)
DIM palRed%)25), palGreen%)25), palBlue%)25)
FOR i% = 0 TO 15
OUT &H3C7, i%
palRed%)i%) = INP)&H3C9) * 255 \ 63
palGreen%)i%) = INP)&H3C9) * 255 \ 63
palBlue%)i%) = INP)&H3C9) * 255 \ 63
NEXT 1%
ff% = FREEFILE
OPEN fileName$ FOR OUTPUT AS #ff%
CLOSE #ff%
OPEN fileName$ FOR BINARY AS #ff%
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header$ = 3N6 + CHR$(16) + CHR$(14) ± STRINO$(5, 0) + MKL$(34)
header$ = header$ + MKL$(40) + MKL$)640) + MKL$(480) + MKI$)1) + MKL$)24)
header$ = header$ + STRING$(3, 0) + CHR$)16) + OHR$)14) + CHP$)0)
header$ = header$ + MKL$)2834) + MKL$(2834) + STRINC$)8, 0)
PUT #ff%,
header$
oneRow$ = SPACE$)3 * 640)
FOP y% = 479 TO 0 STEP -1
FOR x% = 0 TO 639
p% = POINT(x%, y%)
*
MID$(oneRow$,
x%
3
CHR$ (palcreen% )p%) ) + CHR$ )palRed% (p%)
NEXT x%
PUT #ff%,
oneRow$
NEXT y%
CLOSE #ff%
END SUB
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B Supervisory microcontroller program listing
7

************************* ***************** ****************
*****************

device

AT90S8313

;Prohibits use of non-implemented instructions

include 2313def.inc"

;Masters Project
High performance digital current sensor interface
;Steven Camillerl 1999-2002
;Pin layout
l ----U----20
VCC--_RST Vcc--VCC
(A/D( DO/D6---PD0
PB7--N/C
(A/D) Dl/D7--PD1
PB6--Data RDY(0)
--XTAL PB5--Data
(0)
--XTAL PB4 1 --N/C
(A/D( D2/D8--PD2
P23--AN SHTDN(I)
PB2--ADC BUSY(I)
(AID) D3/D9--PD3
(A/D(D4/Dl0--PD4
PB1--LOW 62 (0)
(A/D)D5/Dll--PD5
PB0--HI0H 6B(0)
0ND--CND
PD6--ADC STRT(0(
10 -----------11
-

Functional description
(AID) DO. .Dll =
Analog to digital converter (LTC1274( output data bits
multiplexed together through two 6bit latches
;ADC STRT
;HIGH 62
;]IOW 63

Active low output to conversion start pin of LTC1274

=

Active low output to select high 6 bits of latch

=

Active low output to select low 6 bits of latch

=

;ADC BUSY

=

Active low input from LTC1274 during conversion

;AN SHTDN

=

Active high input from analog overcurrent sense cct

;Data

Active low data output to slave device

=

;Data RDY

Active low output to data trigger

=

;Timer setup

=

10kHz

Equates to OCR1AH

=

03H OCR1AL

=

E8H or 01 90 for 4MHz.

;Procedure for ADC reads
;Initial conditions

:

CONVST (3.6) high

;Start read (set CONVST (3.6) low)
;Set external latch to low nibble (PB.l=O, P3.1=1)
;Wait until BUSY is low (poll (3.2))

• ****************************************************************

***********

;Ports and other I/O stuff

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

;Initial port directions and outputs
.Equ

.Equ
.Equ
.Equ

PortBDDR =
PortBlnit =
PortDDDR =
PortDlnit =

ObO1101011;0x6B
Ob000000ll;0x03
Ob01000000;0x40
0b01000000;0x00
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;The start of the stack
.Equ
.Equ

5tackBottom = $C8
StackTop = $DE

* ****** * * *** ** ** * ** * * * * * ** * * ** ***** * * * ******** * ******
* * * * ** **** ***** * * * * ***

Cs eg

;Reset address
--------------------------------------------------------------------------RJmp
INIT
;Reset Handle
;Interrupt table
Retl
Retl
Retl
Retl
RJmp
Reti
Retl
Retl
Retl

;intIRQO
;IRQ 1
;Timer 1 capture
;RJmp
PollADC
WaitADCRDY
;RJmp
ISRTOV
;Serial RX
;5er1a1 TX
;Analog comparator

;Timer 1 compare
;Timer 1 overflow
;Timer 0 overflow

Initialization
mit:

;Initialize stack
ldi
r16, StackTop
out
SPL, r16

;Initialize stack pointer

;Initialize ports
ldi
r16, portBDDR
out
DDRB, r16
ldi
nt, portBlnit
out
PortB, r16

;Setup port B
;Data Direction
;and initial conditions

ldi
out
ldi
out

r16, PortDDDR
DDRD, nt
r16, PortDlnjt
PortD, r16

;Setup port D
;Data Direction
;and initial conditions

;Setup sampling Rate Timer
ldi
r16, OxFF
out
TCNT1H, r16
ldi
r16, 0x00
out
TCNT1L, r16
ldi
r16, (1<<CS10)
out
TCCR1B, rlt
ldi
r16,1<<TOV1
out
TIFR,r16
ldi
r161<<TOIE1
out
TIMSK,r16
sei
ldi
ldi
ldi

r20, 0b11011111
r18, 0b11111111
r21, 0b00000011

ldi
ldi
ldi
ldi
ldi
ldi

0x01
txOt
r22, Cx00
r23, 0x00
0x00
0x00

rjmp

Loop

;Reload timer values for 10kHz
;will be a bit longer due to
;the ISP time
should
;correct for if needed.
;Set timer 1 prescaler=l
;ie Tlclk = system clock
;clear pending interrupts
;Enable Tl Overflow mt
;Master interrupt enable

;increment value
;counter checker high
;counter checker low
;temp for inverting counter
;temp for inverting counter

Loop:
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WaitADCRDY:
cbi
sbi

PortD, 6
PortD, 6

;Trigger ADC

Po1lADC:
sbis
rjmp

PinS, 2
PollAUC

;Continue polling ADC
;until BUSY goes to 0 (high)

;At this point the ADC has completed conversion.
ldi
out

r16, ObillililO
PortS, r16
;turns off bit 0

nop
nop
nop
nop
in

r22, PinD

idi
out

r16, 0b11111111
PortS, r16

;store high 6bi6 nibble in r22

nop
nop
nop
nop
idi
out

r16, Oblilil101
PortS, r16
;turn off bit 1

nop
nop
nop
nop
in

r23, Piflt

idi
out

r16, Obillilill
PortB, r16

corn
rnov
corn

r22
r28, r22
r22

corn
rnov
corn

r23
r29, r23
r23

out

PortS, r20

bat
bid
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop

r28, 5
r21, 6
;3
;4
;5
;6
77

out
bst
bid
nop
nop
nop
nop

PortE, r21
r28, 4
r21, 6

;Store low 6bit nibble in r23

;turn on ifiterrupt

79
710
11
12
; 13
14
15
;Send '1', also turn on interrupt
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out
bst
bid
flop
flop
flop
flop

PortB, r21
r28, 3
r21, 6

;Send

1, also turn on interrupt

out
bst
bid
flop
flop
flop
flop

PortB, r21
r28, 2
r21, 6

;Send

1'

out
bst
bid

PortB, r21
r28, 1
r2i, 6

;Send

also turn on interrupt

out
bst
bid
flop
flop
flop
flop

PortB, r21
0
r21, 6

;Send

also turn on interrupt

out
bst
bid
flop
flop
flop

PortB, r21
5
r21, 6

;Send

1, also turn on interrupt

PortB, r2i
r29, 4
r21, 6

;Send

i, also turn on interrupt

PortB, r21
r29, 3
r21, 6

;Send

1, also turn on interrupt

out
bst
bid
flop
flop
flop
flop

PortB, r21
r29, 2
r21, 6

;Send

1, also turn

out
bst
bid
flop
nop
flop
flop

PortB, r21
r29, 1
r2i, 6

;Send

i, also turn on interrupt

out
bst
bid
flop

PortB, r21
r29, 0
r2i, 6

;Send

i

also turn on interrupt

flOg

flop
flop
flop

flOg

out
bst
bid
flOg

flop
flOg

flop
out
bst
bid
flop
flop
flop
flOg
on

interrupt

also turn on interrupt
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flop
flop
flop
out
flop

1, also turn on interrupt

PortB, r21

;Send

out

PortO, r18

;clear interrupt again

idi
out
idi
out

r16, OxFF
TCNT1H, r16
r16, 0x00
TCNT1L, r16

;Reload timer values for 10kHz
;will be a bit longer due to
;the IOR time
should
;correct for if needed.

flOP

flop
flop
flop
flop

-

reti
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